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10 previous questions about contents: TRUE/FALSE
1. Tourism has the effect of increasing employment and it is a
very important socio-economic driver
❏ TRUE
❏ FALSE
2. Tourism in general has not been considered as a potential
catalyst for development of rural area
❏ TRUE
❏ FALSE
3. Sostenible tourism, eco-tourism and rural tourism are
synonyms
❏ TRUE
❏ FALSE
4. Microbusinesses and small enterprises are the dominant
representatives of business in the rural environment
❏ TRUE
❏ FALSE
5. Rural tourism doesn’t concern the preservation of local
identity, tradition, and customs
❏ TRUE
❏ FALSE
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6. Business Model is a company's plan for making a profit
❏ TRUE
❏ FALSE
7. Innovation is always about new products or new

technologies
❏ TRUE
❏ FALSE
8. Rural Development Programmes are present in some
countries of the European Union
❏ TRUE
❏ FALSE
9. Rural tourism promotes multifunctionality of
agriculture
❏ TRUE
❏ FALSE
10. Economic diversification of the rural economy is a way
to generate additional income
❏ TRUE
❏ FALSE
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INTRODUCTION
Main Contents:
❖

Business creation process in rural tourism
➢ Building on business opportunities from the bottom up
➢ Guidelines and steps for an existence organization and a business model in use

❖

Typologies of business opportunities in rural tourism
➢ Drivers of Rural Change
➢ Emerging areas of rural business opportunity

❖

Innovating in rural tourism
➢ Innovation in Service or Technology or Process
➢ Challenges and Risks
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INTRODUCTION

To identify 5 key
concepts on rural
tourism financial
models
To identify challenges,
risks and types of
innovation

To give a
comprehensive
framework for
implementation of rural
tourism business model
innovation

To provide an overview
on driving forces and
business opportunity of
rural tourism

To collect information
on rural tourism
business creation
process
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To explore aspects of
financial management
that have particular
relevance to managers
of rural tourism
organizations

Objectives
and Utility

To know more about
how to innovate
business model from
the perspective both of
those interested in
starting a business and
those responsible of an
existing business
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Business creation process in rural tourism
Building on business opportunities from the bottom up
 Benefits of Rural tourism:
 It’s a sustainable development activity, offering and keeping the natural and cultural heritage
such as natural attractions, traditions and customs;
 It has been counting as a reliable income source for the economy of many countries.
 Competition in rural tourism is increasing as it’s a sector with a significant role in the economy of
several European countries.
 Smarter approaches to business support are needed to help rural businesses seize the
opportunities. This means moving away from models that limit themselves to ‘one-off’
interventions, towards holistic approaches that accompany entrepreneurs along a ‘support
itinerary’ through an ecosystem of support services
 Successful approaches need to build new business ideas from the bottom up, based on an
effective understanding of the relevant needs and opportunities. Elements of accelerator and
incubator models from urban contexts can act as inspiration, but these need to be adapted to the
specific needs of rural businesses and entrepreneurs in a specific area.
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A new vision of rural business potential
 Rural areas typically face certain disadvantages as places for business development. The most

important tend to be linked to geography, population, infrastructure and resources. Relative
isolation from markets, insufficient local demand and a lack of facilities and services can all
restrict the growth potential of the local economy in rural areas.
 Modern trends are creating new opportunities for the development of rural areas and the
emergence of new rural businesses. The internet and other digital technologies are offering the
potential to overcome geographic distance and create new forms of proximity to knowledge,
markets and relationships.
 Europe’s rural areas are changing, characterized by increasing socio-economic differentiation.
Some major drivers of these rural changes can be identified:
DRIVERS OF RURAL CHANGE
Technological
change

Environment
and climate
change
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Demographic
changes

Globalization
and evolving
markets

Political
changes
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A new vision of rural business potential

 So factors driving considerable change in the economic potential of Europe’s rural
areas are: technological change; environment and climate change; demographic
changes; globalisation and evolving markets; political changes.

 These changes create severe problems for many rural areas and people, but also a
whole range of new typologies of business opportunities in sectors as diverse as the
‘food economy’, ‘bioeconomy’, ‘green and circular economies’, ‘digital economy’,
‘social economy', ’experience economy’ and ‘residential economy’.

 The key to taking advantage of these opportunities is to find smarter ways to deliver
effective business support and to make targeted efforts to overcome some of the
specifically rural challenges
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Emerging areas of Rural Business Opportunity

1

Food economy

2

Bioeconomy
Green and circular economies

3
4

Digital economy
Social economy
Experience economy

5

6
7

Residential economy
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Business creation process in rural tourism
Guidelines and steps for an existence organization and a business model in use
 In the business creation and development process having a strategic competitive
advantage can be considered a guarantee for the survival and profitability.
 Nowadays, the nature of innovation has changed and innovation in business model
is more interesting for the decision makers due to the results have gained from
changing in business model without incurring the costs on new technologies.
 The Rural Development Programmes (RDPs) have a considerable battery of tools
(Measures) that can be used to support the rural business change and development.
The challenge is to deploy them in a way that responds to business needs in
different places, sectors and stages of development.
 Good approaches involve effective use of the different Measures in complementary
ways to meet different needs along the support itinerary, both in terms of ‘soft’
support around knowledge, skills and working together, and the delivery of flexible
forms of finance
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MAIN CONCEPTS

6 components of the Rural Tourism Business Model

➔ Each combination of these options creates a specific business model
➔ Choosing the best options depends on resource and expected profits of the company
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6 components of the Rural Tourism Business Model
1)
Value
proposition

It is an
extensive
opinion about
products and
services an
organization
offers

2)
Target
customer

3)
Customer
interface

4)
Partnership
network

5)
Cost
structure

6)
Revenue
model

It illustrates
that to what
market
segments the
company
offers value

It clarifies how
a company is
linked with its
different
market
segments,
(This
component is
especially
important and
expresses
peculiarities of
rural tourism
business.

It outlines how
partnership
with other
companies
helps a
company to
effectively
offer and
commercialize
value

It depicts what
costs have
been incurred
to the
company in
value offering
process

It is a
representation
of the way a
company
makes money
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Innovating in rural tourism
How to innovate rural tourism business model?

Service/
Products
Tecnology

Process/
Model

Three types of Innovation
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 Innovating is usually taking place in three
ways (Amit and Zott, 2012):
 set up a new activity
connecting the activities in new ways
changing the parties carry out an activity.

 Since the rural tourism businesses are
approximately owned and managed by the
locals, the business models has been rarely
analyzing so as to optimize the profitability.
 Managers and decision-makers need to
dynamically trace the trends and to have a
proper change management to be able to
respond on time to these changes
2020-1-TR01-KA202-092185

A) Focus on Business Models Innovations
 There are two kinds of business model
innovation (Massa and Tucci, 2013) :
a) innovation business model design
b) innovation
in
business
model
reconfiguration
 Innovation in business model design as
the first step in business model designing
when the entrepreneurs are thinking
about running a business.
 Innovation in business model designing
phase is a process containing the following
4 steps: 1) recognition of internal and
external opportunities, 2) organization
creation, 3) market interface, 4) determine
organizational boundaries
The RURALTOUR: A Training Programme For Sustainable Rural Tourism

Recognition
of internal
and external
opportunities

Determine
organizationa
l boundaries

Steps of
Innovation in
business
model
designing
phase

Organization
Creation

Market
Interface
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B) Focus on Business Models Innovations

 When the decision makers are
thinking about innovating an existing
business model for an existing
organization,
they
have
to
reconfigure the business model and
to reconsider interrelations among
the business model components.

 In this kind of innovation the
organization must cope with serious
challenges such as organizational
inertia,
business
process
management, and organizational
learning
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Organization
al Inertia

Business
process
management

Lack of
Legitimacy

Challenges
and Risks

Lack of
adequate
resources

Organizaiont
al learning
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Innovating in rural tourism
Comprehensive framework for innovation in rural tourism business model for both firms that are going to start a
business in rural tourism and for existing organizations. This framework is shown in the figure: depending on
whether a business is going to start or it has already started its activities, two quite different paths are considered
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ACTIVITIES

Minicase: The potential of Rural Digital Hubs
Rural digital hubs are local spaces within rural areas
that can be the focal point for the provision of vital
digital infrastructure and a range of support services
to rural businesses and communities
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Rural digital hubs provide both services and physical
spaces to meet the needs of rural businesses and
communities and help them benefit from all the
opportunities offered by the digital transformation
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V1: Rural Startup Ideas
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V2: The Rural Business Awards
2020/2021
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ACTIVITIES
Additional readings
◆ UNWTO - rural Tourism
●

https://www.unwto.org/rural-tourism

◆ ENRD Publicatios - EU Rural Review:
●

https://enrd.ec.europa.eu/publications/search_en?f%5B0%5D=im_field_enrd_publication_type%3A20482

◆ Worldwide Domestic Tourism Industry to 2030 - Demand for Enhanced Service Standards Presents
Opportunities
●

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20211105005721/en/Worldwide-Domestic-Tourism-Industry-to-2030--Demand-for-Enhanced-Service-Standards-Presents-Opportunities---ResearchAndMarkets.com
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KEY CONCEPTS

.

1

2

3
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4

5
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EVALUATION
1. Accelerator and incubator models from urban contexts can act for
rural areas as:
a) A model to repeat
b) An ispiration that need to be adapted to the specific needs of rural
business
c) They have nothing in common and they cannot be useful
d) None of the above

4. In the business creation and development process,
having a strategic competitive advantage can be
considered:
a) A way to overcame not identified risks
b) A way to accces to Rural Devempoment Programmes
c) A change management strategy
d) a guarantee for the survival and profitability

2. How many are the components of the Rural tourism model?
a) 4
b) 10
c) 6
d) 5

5.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Rural digital hubs provide:
Only physical spaces
Only services
Services and physical spaces
Wifi network to the local community

3. Which one is not a component of the Rural tourism model?
a) Value Proposition
b) Revenue Model
c) Cost Structure
d) Organizational Learning

6.

Which one is not a typical disadvantage of a rural
area?
Insufficient local demand
Lack of facilities and services
Closeness to near cities
None of the above
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a)
b)
c)
d)
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EVALUATION
7. Which one is a drivers of rural change?
a) Globalization and evolving markets
b) Geographic changes
c) Bioeconomy
d) Experience economy
8. Which are the name of the main tool of Rural Development
programmes?
a) Measures
b) Fundings
c) Strategies
d) Value Proposition
9. The value proposition:
a) outlines how partnership with other companies helps a
company to effectively offer and commercialize value
b) is an extensive opinion about products and services an
organization offers
c) is representation of the way a company makes money
d) depicts what costs have been incurred to the company in
value offering process
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10. The customer interface:
a) is an extensive opinion about products and services an
organization offers
b) illustrates that to what market segments the company offers
value
c) clarifies how a company is linked with its different market
segments
d) is representation of the way a company makes money
11. The revenue model:
a) clarifies how a company is linked with its different market
segments
b) is representation of the way a company makes money
c) is an extensive opinion about products and services an
organization offers
d) illustrates that to what market segments the company offers
value
12. How many types of innovation are possible?
a) 1
b) 4
c) 3
d) 9
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EVALUATION
13. Innovation in business model designing phase is a
process containing the following 4 steps, in which
order?
a) 1) determine organizational boundaries 2) organization
creation, 3) market interface, 4) recognition of internal and
external opportunities
b) 1) recognition of internal and external opportunities, 2)
organization creation, 3) market interface, 4) determine
organizational boundaries
c) 1) recognition of internal and external opportunities, 2) market
interface, 3) organization creation, 4) determine organizational
boundaries
d) 1) recognition of internal and external opportunities, 2)
determine organizational boundaries 3) market interface, 4)
organization creation,
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14. Which one is one of the challanges of innovation?
a) Lack of reconfiguration
b) Lack of enterprises
c) Business process management
d) General risks

15. Rural digital hubs:
a) In general they have not a coworking area
b) They are primarily target and are used by foreign free lance
c) They are viable digital ecosystems to help future and existing
businesses
d) They often provide business-to-customers (B2C) support to new
users/members
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2. KEY FINANCIAL ASPECTS FOR RURAL
TOURISM MANAGEMENT
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10 TRUE OR FALSE PREVIOUS QUESTIONS

1.

Business planning is essential for administrative and financial management in rural tourism businesses.

2.

A management plan identifies the organizational structure of the rural tourism business, profiles the
management team, and provides a description of ownership.

3.

To start or modify a rural tourism business, you need to pay close attention to the financial organization of
your intended business

4.

Operating procedures explain the steps taken to operate the rural tourism business

5.

A rural tourism business plan must consider all costs associated with launching a new or altered business.

6.

Rural tourism business operators do not need to meet many requirements imposed by local, regional
or/and state legal and regulatory framework

7.

A rural tourism business operator may benefit from the available EU and government grant programs for
rural tourism business development.

8.

Land use permit and building approvals are among the requirements for setting up a rural tourism business

9.

Legal requirements in the field of rural tourism do not differ from country to country.

10. A personnel plan must include clearly identified, itemized financials, including break-even analysis and
projected cash flows.

INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVES
 Have information about business plan for the
rural tourism business
 Know
administrative
and
financial
management
 Learn about the relevant institutions in the
set up and management process

CONTENTS
o Business planning for effectice management
o Administrative management in rural tourism
business
o Financial management in rural tourism business
o Key Contacts with Administrations for setting up
a rural tourism business

MAIN CONCEPTS
Business planning for effectice management
Business Plan: It’s a guide that helps you outline and
achieve your goals. It’s also a management tool that
allows you to analyze results, make strategic decisions,
and showcase how your business will operate, and
grow. A typical business plan for rural tourism
businesses includes descriptions of the business,
marketing
strategy,
financial
structure,
and
management

The reasons why you need a business plan:
1- It will help you steer your business as you start and
grow
2- It will be a written tool about your business that
projects 3-5 years ahead
3- It will help you to reach business milestones
4- It can help you get funding
5- There’s no wrong way to write a business plan

Business description: A business plan should include

Marketing Description: The plan allows you to identify
your intended customers, focus on their rural tourism
demands (e.g., activities offered) and demographic
needs (e.g., family-friendliness, cost-effectiveness,
accessibility), as well as develop a plan to cater to this
market group through service or product development
and marketing techniques.

the structure of the rural tourism business (e.g., private,
public-private partnership). In addition, this section
would include identification of personal values, creation
of a mission and vision statement, and development of
goals and objectives

Administrative management in rural tourism businesses

Management: Managing a rural tourism business requires familiarity with
natural and social concepts and challenges. You must understand how to
bring people into contact with nature without damaging the very attraction
they are coming to see and clearly communicate these practices to your
front-line staff. Therefore, the business plan you will prepare is important for
the correct management of your rural tourism business.

Management Section of a Business Plan:
o Operating procedures: explains the steps taken to operate the rural tourism business
o Sales plan: includes a strategy for the sales team and sales activities
o Management plan: clearly identifies the organizational structure of the rural tourism
business, profiles the management team, and provides a description of ownership
o Personnel plan: describes the employee component of the business, including hiring,
training, compensation/benefits, and volunteer program considerations

Administrative management in rural tourism businesses

o Operating procedures: This section
explains the steps taken to operate the
rural tourism business. For instance, this
would include a detailed description of
how the service or product will be
offered to customers through practices
that support rural tourism principles.
Special considerations for rural tourism
operators include regulatory policies
that could influence your operation
(e.g., permits, taxes, zoning, educating
visitor code of conduct), service or
product evaluation, and protection from
risk and liability..

Administrative management in rural tourism businesses

o Sales Plan: A sales plan includes a strategy
for the sales team and sales activities. The
plan will define who will comprise the sales
team, specify whether these individuals are
internal or contracted agents, list any extra
compensation provided, and identify all
sales activities (e.g., teacher workshops to
generate school group attendance, open
house opportunities for community
stakeholders to participate in rural tourism
offerings, and membership with local travel
associations). The plan will establish sales
goals and a strategy to reach those goals.

Administrative management in rural tourism businesses

o Management Plan: An effective management
plan clearly identifies the organizational
structure of the rural tourism business, profiles
the management team, and provides a
description of ownership. The organizational
chart should reflect the structure of the
management team and personnel requirements
and define roles of responsibility for each
position. This section would also include a
profile of the management staff, including a
description of their backgrounds and skill sets.
The management plan also must describe the
ownership of the rural tourism business, such as
incorporation, partnership, or independent
proprietorship..

Administrative management in rural tourism businesses

Personnel plan: The personnel plan
describes the employee component of
the business, including hiring, training,
compensation/benefits, and volunteer
program considerations. For a rural
tourism business, some considerations
might include specialized training and
certifications needed by guide staff and
business
operations
training
for
management staff. Clearly defined
responsibilities can keep business owners
from duplicating skill sets of employees
and ensuring role responsibilities are
clear.

Financial management in rural tourism businesses

Financial Management: To start or modify
a rural tourism business, you need to pay
close attention to the financial organization
of your intended business will prove
profitable in achieving a successful
business
operation.
The
financial
description of the business plan allows you
to take into consideration the capital costs
associated with starting or altering your
rural tourism business as well as the
opportunity to project anticipated
revenues/expenses
and
contemplate
financing options.

Financial management in rural tourism businesses

o Cost capitals: An effective rural tourism business
plan must consider all costs associated with
launching a new or altered business. This
section of the financial description is where you
would identify your cash needs to put your rural
tourism business into operation. Start-up cost
estimations should be based on operation
expenses for at least the first several months of
business implementation. These expenses might
include one-time costs prior to business
implementation (e.g., land purchase and
business incorporation fees) as well as ongoing
fixed (e.g., utilities and insurance) and variable
expenses (e.g., equipment purchasing and
personnel for guiding tours)

Financial management in rural tourism businesses

o Revenue/expense projections. A business plan must include clearly
identified, itemized financials, including break-even analysis and
projected cash flows. These projections include profit and loss
statements based on a three-year projection with a current balance
sheet.

o Financing. If you require additional funding to start or alter your rural
tourism business, you will need to seek and compare various options for
financing the venture. Here is where you identify your financing
preferences, including options for equity and debt financing as well as
any applications to secure additional funding.

Financial management in rural tourism businesses

Additional Funding: You may need additional funding to start or modify your business.
In this case, it may be necessary to seek different options for additional investment
costs and/or operating costs. Here is some possibilities;
o Go to a commercial bank, credit union, or finance company and offer property
already owned, such as real estate, as collateral.
o Check all the available EU and government grant programs for rural tourism and
small business development.
o Get equipment through leasing schemes
o Self-finance using savings, or by cashing-in stocks or retirement funds.
o Make all purchases on credit and conserve cash for emergencies.

Key Contacts with Administrations for
setting up a rural tourism business

Regulatory requirements: Rural tourism
business operators must meet many
requirements imposed by local, regional
or/and state legal and regulatory framework.
Some of these aim at the health, safety and
well-being of travelers. Others are to ensure
that businesses pay required fees and taxes.
Which permits from which institutions rural
tourism enterprises should obtain differ
according to the countries. While the
permission authority is sometimes a
municipality, sometimes it can be a tourism
directorate or a ministry.

Key Contacts with Administrations for
setting up a rural tourism business
Regulatory requirements: Categories of legal requirements include:
o Land use permit and building approvals

o Business license
o Requirements related to employers
o Licensing and inspections including lodging and food service

o Licensing and equipment requirements related to providing tourism lodging services
o Licenses, permits, and registrations for particular activities (guide etc)
o Liability insurance, first aid training, and other qualifications.

o Responding to special regulations (disabled accessibility, environmental schemes)
o Further challenges that small businesses need to address about food safety requirements.
o Requirements for accessing subsidies to finance the enterprise .

ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY 1. Rural tourism management
After reading the documents on the following web site, identify
management of a rural tourism business:
«Rural tourism business toolkit»
https://www.norfolk.gov.uk/business/business-services/cool-ruraltourism-business-toolkit

ACTIVITY 2. How to find additional funds to set up or modify your rural tourism business?
After reading the following web page, identify what funds are being allocated to support tourism sector in Europe:
“Guide on EU funding for tourism”
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/tourism/funding-guide_en

KEY CONCEPTS
Business Plan is a management tool that allows you to
analyze results, make strategic decisions, and showcase how
your business will operate, and grow. A typical business plan
for rural tourism businesses includes descriptions of the
business, marketing strategy, financial structure, and
management.

Financial management is essential to start or modify a
rural tourism business, and more attention to the
financial organization of the intended business will prove
profitable in achieving a successful business operation.
Financial management ensures someone to take into
consideration the capital costs associated with starting or
altering rural tourism business as well as the opportunity
to project anticipated revenues/expenses and
contemplate financing options.

For administrative management of rural tourism
business, it is need tp prepare a management planning
in business plan including operating procedures, sales
plan, management plan, and personnel plan.
For additional funding to start or modify your business,
going to a commercial bank, credit union, or finance
company, checking all the available EU and government
programs for rural tourism and small business
development, getting equipment through leasing
schemes are some important and attracting options.
Rural tourism business operators must meet many
regulatory requirements imposed by local, regional
or/and state legal and regulatory framework. Some of
these aim at the health, safety and well-being of
travelers. Others are to ensure that businesses pay
required fees and taxes.

FINAL EVALUATION
1. Which of the following is not a part of management section of business plan?
a. Operating procedures,
b. Sales plan,
c. Financial management plan
d. Personnel plan
2. Which one of the following will establish sales goals and a strategy in the business plan?
a. Finacial management plan
b. Sales plan

c. Operating procedures
d. None of the above is correct
3. Which sub section of management plan explains the steps taken to operate the rural tourism business?
a. Cost capitals
b. Financial management

c. Operating procedures
d. Personnel plan

FINAL EVALUATION
4. Regarding the description of marketing plan, indicate the incorrect answer:
a. It identifies the intended customers
b. It focuses on customer’s rural tourism demands and demographic needs,
c. It develops a plan to cater to its market group through service or product development and marketing techniques
d. It describes the employee component of the business
5. Indicate which of the following would be a grant funding opportunity for a rural tourism business:
a. EU and government programs
b. A commercial bank

c. A credit union
d. A leasing company
6. Which of the following is not one of the places where a tourism operator can apply for additional funding
a. A commertial bank
b. Institutions for EU and government grant programs

c. Municipality
d. A finance company

FINAL EVALUATION
7. «A typical …………………………. for rural tourism businesses includes descriptions of the business, marketing strategy, financial structure, and management.»
Which of the following is the most appropriate expression to fill in the blank?
a. Marketting strategy
b. Financial management

c. Sales plan
d. Business plan
8. Which of the following statements is incorrect?
a. Financial management ensures someone to take into consideration the capital costs associated with starting or altering rural tourism business as well as
the opportunity to project anticipated revenues/expenses and contemplate financing options.

b. Some of regulatory requirements in rural tourism sector aim at the health, safety and well-being of travelers.
c. Business license is a regulatory requirement for rural tourism businesses
d. All the above answers are incorrect
9. «……………….............… include profit and loss statements based on a three-year projection with a current balance sheet.» Which of the following is the
most appropriate expression to fill in the blank?

a. Revenue/expense projections.
b. Cost capitals
c. Additional funding
d. Operating procedures

FINAL EVALUATION
10. Which section of a finacial management plan includes «Start-up cost estimations» of a rural tourism business?
a. Revenue/expense projections
b. Personnel plan
c. Cost capitals
d. Sales plan
11. Whic one of the following is not correct for a personnel plan:
a. İt describes the employee component of the business, including hiring, training, compensation/benefits, and volunteer program considerations.
b. It may include specialized training and certifications needed by guide staff and business operations training for management staff.

c. It ensures business owners from duplicating skill sets of employees and ensuring role responsibilities are clear.
d. It considers all costs associated with launching a new or altered business.
12. Which of the following statements is incorrect?
a. Land use permit and building approvals are legal requirements for rural turism businesses
b. A sales plan includes a strategy for the sales team and sales activities

c. Cost capitals might include one-time costs prior to business implementation as well as ongoing fixed and variable expenses.
d. None of above is incorrect

FINAL EVALUATION
13. Which of the following statements about preparing a business plan is incorrect?
a. It helps rural tourism operator steer his/her business as he/she starts and grows
b. It is a written tool about the business that projects 3-5 years ahead
c. It is an obligatory plan for all rural tourism businesses
d. It helps rural business operator to reach business milestones
14. Which of the following statements is incorrect?
a. Which legal permits from which institutions that rural tourism enterprises should obtain differ according to the countries.
b. An effective rural tourism business plan must consider all costs associated with launching a new or altered business

c. Business Plan is a management tool that allows you to analyze results, make strategic decisions, and showcase how your business will operate, and grow
d. None of the above is incorrect
15. «A typical business plan for rural tourism businesses includes descriptions of the business, ……………………, financial structure, and management». Which
of the following is the most appropriate expression to fill in the blank?
a. Marketing strategy

b. Regulatory requirements
c. Personnel plan
d. Operating procedures

RIGHT ANSWERS

True or False

Multiple choice questions

1. T

6. F

1. c

10. c

2. T

7. T

2. b

11. d

3. T

8. T

3. c

12. d

4. T

9. F

4. d

13. c

5. T

10. F

5. a

14. d

6. c

15. a

7. d
8. d
9. a

3. HUMAN RESOURCES PLANNING
AND PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT IN
RURAL TOURISM ENTERPRISES
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TRUE or
FALSE?

 A lot of skills are needed for rural tourism staff.

 Rural tourism provides mostly low-skilled employment.
 Rural tourism staff need entrepreneurial skills.
 F&B stands for: Food & Beverage.
 Staff is not the most important asset of a rural business.
 Prime cost ratio is used for assessing performance in front-office.
 Standardized training programs are suitable for any business in
rural tourism.

 Time management is a training for managers/entrepreneurs only.
 Diversity management is not important in rural tourism.
 Diversity management helps to better integrate employees.
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INTRODUCTION
In rural tourism, staff must act like a loving family. Guests must feel harmony, tranquillity, understanding. In order to
achieve those feelings, managers/entrepreneurs have to make a rigorous selection of the people who will provide
tourist services in rural areas.

Main objectives of this unit are:

1)

Understanding what are the key competences and personal skills needed;

2)

Understanding the way of recruitment in rural tourism;

3)

Identifying specific training for staff in rural tourism businesses;

4)

Integrating diversity management in rural tourism businesses.

The unit is useful for the crucial role played by human resources in rural tourism. The processes of recruitment,
selection, integration, continuous development must lead to motivated, engaged employees, ready to solve any new
situation, in an extremely variable market.
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1) Key competences and personal skills needed

Source: https://kivinen.wordpress.com/category/curriculum/
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1) Key competences and personal skills
needed
Skills required in Rural Tourism
Meaning

 Social and interpersonal

smile, guest interaction

 Professional knowledge, occupation and
technical skills

according to each position

 Understanding guests needs

proactive, dynamic, attention to clients

 Communication
mainly verbal, but also storytelling, understanding different cultures,
speaking other languages
 Technology, digital literacy, innovative
 Emotional and aesthetic
 Executing instructions

adapting easily to new technologies, ability to innovate at their level
self presentation, the ability to look good and talk right
understanding policies, rules, and requirements
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1) Key competences and personal skills needed
Skills required in Rural
Tourism

Meaning

Loving nature, culture, and people

act sustainable

Time management
Teamwork

punctuality and understanding of special situations that exceed
working time
act as one mainly in front of clients

Basic entrepreneurial qualities

business-oriented viewpoint

Planning, organizing

good organizer, able to see the trends of the rural tourism

Analytical thinking

each tourist/event can be use as a source of improving

Problem solving

creative, finding ways to get out of crises

Learning and development

the interest in learning and self development

The RURALTOUR: A Training Programme For Sustainable Rural Tourism
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2) Recruitment in rural tourism
1. Basic calculation of number of staff to hire
Room attendants (RA)
Unit capacity
Forecasted occupancy percentage (%)
Rooms occupied according to forecast per day
Number of rooms that can be cleaned by 1 RA in 1 working
day *
The unit is open 52 weeks
Vacation (for staff) days (5 weeks)
47 working weeks with 2 days off
Official bank holidays
Yearly working days per room attendant
Maximum number of rooms that can be cleaned by 1 RA in
1 year
Number of room attendants to hire

20
60%
4380
10
365
35
94
15
221

Receptionists
Shifts to cover
Number of receptionists needed per shift
The unit is open 52 weeks
Vacation (for staff) days (5 weeks)
47 working weeks with 2 days off
Official bank holidays
Yearly working days per receptionist
Yearly shifts to cover
Number of receptionists to hire

3
1
365
35
94
15
221
1095
5,0

2210
2,0

• *Assuming that RA are helping with breakfast in the morning (typical
for B&B units)
• Yellow cells can be modified to obtain the appropriate number of RA
The RURALTOUR:
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2) Recruitment in rural
tourism
2. Scheduling - Goals
 Putting the right people on the right jobs at the right times
with regard to customer demand.
 Avoid overstaffing and understaffing in order to ensure
profitability and effectiveness.
 Control labor cost which is the most important cost within
the Housekeeping, Front Office and F&B departments.

3. Scheduling workforce
 Forecast customer demand
 Translate those demand forecasts into employee
requirements
 Schedule employees
 Fine tune the schedule in real time.
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2) Recruitment in rural tourism
4. Labor costs and productivity


Cost per hire = (Internal recruiting costs + external recruiting costs) / total number of hires



Qualification index = (number of skilled employees / total number of employees) x 100



Average number of training hours per employee



Labor cost ratio = (rooms payroll & related expenses / room revenue) x 100



For F&B area:





[Beginning Inventory of F&B] + [Purchases] – [Ending Inventory] = CoGS for the period



Cost of Goods Sold (CoGS) + Total Labor Cost = Prime Cost.



Prime Cost / Total Sales x 100 = Prime Cost Percentage



Keep prime costs under 60%.

Productivity = total revenue / number of employees
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2) Recruitment in rural tourism
5. Recruitment – steps

Identify the hiring need

Applicant Assessment

Devise a recruitment plan

Background Check

Write a job description

Decision

Advertise the position

Reference Check

Recruit the position

Job offer

Review applications

Hiring

Phone Interview/Initial
Screening

Onboarding

Interviews
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3) Specific training for Staff in rural tourism
businesses
 Always tailored, according to business needs.
 Considering the trends in rural space (e.g.: ecotourism).
 Staff must understand why is needed a training and what are the expectations after following the training.

Main specific training
Communication
(including
foreign
languages)

Technologies
(e.g: digital
marketing SEO)

Customer
experience

Nature and
Sustainability

Time management

Organising and
planning
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4) Diversity management
Diversity management is based on respect.
Diversity management refers to organizational
actions that aim to promote greater inclusion of
employees from different backgrounds into an
organization’s structure through specific policies
and programs.
Global minority groups are characterized by
race, ethnicity, religious affiliation, political
affiliation,
sexual
orientation,
gender,
ability/disability, and nationality.
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4) Diversity management
In order to sustain diversity, managers in rural tourism should think about:
- taking all employees seriously;
- recognizing the capabilities of all employees;
- supporting all employees;
- communicating effectively with all employees;
- valuing a diverse work group;
- respecting the cultural beliefs and needs of employees.
- accepting employees who don’t speak perfect local language.
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4) Diversity management
Best practices in diversity management:
 developing diversity training programs;
 establishing supplier diversity;
 developing employee networking and mentoring;

 creating cultural awareness;
 supporting women and LGBT network programs;

 offering same-sex benefits.
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KEY CONCEPTS
Competences:
mix
of
knowledge,
Personal
skills
refer
to
an
abilities
and
attitudes.
To
be
individual’s
‘inner’
qualities.
competent does not mean only to have
They
are
abilities
that
help
some notions about some topics, but
people positively interact with
also to put into practice the knowledge
one another.
in a given context and situation.
Recruitment:
the
process
of
Training: the process of enhancing
identifying, attracting, interviewing,
the
skills,
capabilities
and
selecting,
hiring
and
onboarding
knowledge of employees for doing a
employees. In other words, it involves
particular job. Training process
everything from the identification of a
leads to quality performance of
staffing need to filling it.
employees.
Diversity in the workplace refers to a
workforce comprised of individuals of
race, ethnicity, gender, age, religion,
physical
ability,
and
other
demographics.
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ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY 1: Employment in rural tourism England

Additional readings:

After reading the following material, discuss
about importance of workforce in England’s
rural space. How is the situation in your
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/gover
nment/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/f
ile/996644/Tourism__June_2021_final_with_cover
_page.pdf

https://www.researchgate.net/publi
cation/222794588_Reducing_turnover
_in_the_hospitality_industry_an_ov
erview_of_recruitment_selection_an
d_retention
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/14
5016219.pdf

ACTIVITY 2: Be a hospitalian
https://eige.europa.eu/gendermainstreaming/policy-areas/tourism
Look at the following video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TH2L_uNkt-Y
Are those practices suitable for rural tourism
business? Give examples of practices that
managers could develop in rural areas that you
know.
The RURALTOUR: A Training Programme For Sustainable Rural Tourism
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EVALUATION
Social and interpersonal skills refer to:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Smile and guest interaction
Only smile
Only guest interaction
Self presentation

Proactive, dynamic, attention to clients is linked to:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Communication
Executing instructions
Problem solving
Understanding guests needs

One main specific training for staff in rural tourism businesses is:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Creativity
Accountancy
About managers
Communication

Creating cultural awareness is:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Useless
Impossible
A practice in diversity management
Not suitable for businesses in rural tourism
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EVALUATION
Diversity management is based on:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Power of people
Respect
Unequal opportunities offered to employees
Needs of the guests

Global minority groups are characterized:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Only by race and religion
Only by ethnicity and gender
Neither one of them
Race, religion, ethicity, gender etc.

Time management is a training program:
a)
b)
c)
d)

For
For
a+b
a+b

managers in rural tourism businesses
staff in rural tourism businesses
corrects
incorrects

A way to sustain diversity is:
a) Communicating effectively with all employees
b)
Communicating only with new employees
c)
Sharing only the values of local culture
d)
a+b+c incorrects
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EVALUATION
The concept of delivering hospitality refers to:
a) What you do to someone
b) How you make someone feel
c) a+b corrects
d) a+b incorrects
One of the following is an external factor for individual’s reasons for turnover:
a) Child care
b) Job security
c) Earnings
d) Retirement
Wages (amount and equity), benefits, hours or shifts, supervision are reasons for individual’s turnover
connected with:
a) Own personality
b) External factors
c) Work dissatisfaction
d) Work alternatives
Staff productivity can be calculated as:
a) (rooms payroll & related expenses / room revenue) x 100
b) Prime Cost / Total Sales x 100
c) total revenue / number of employees
d) number of employees / room revenue
The RURALTOUR: A Training Programme For Sustainable Rural Tourism
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EVALUATION
Digital marketing:
a) Is a training for staff in rural tourism businesses
b) Refers, among other things, to SEO
c) a+b corrects
d) a+b incorrects
The selection of the staff working in rural tourism is:
a) Easy to make
b) A rigorous process
c) Not important
d) Based only on the CVs of people in the local community
Some key competences for rural tourism staff are:
a) Literature and civic
b) Civic and languages
c) Literature and languages
d) Literature, civic, and languages

The RURALTOUR: A Training Programme For Sustainable Rural Tourism
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RIGHT ANSWERS
True or False
1. T
6.F

2. F
7. F
3. T
8. F

4. T
9. F
5.
10. T

F
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Multiple choice
questions
1. a
10. a
2. d
11. c
3. d
12. c
4. c
13. c
5. b
14. b
6. d
15. b
7. c
8. a
9. b
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4. SERVICE AND ACCOMMODATION
IN RURAL TOURISM BUSINESS
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10 TRUE OR FALSE PREVIOUS QUESTIONS
TRUE

QUESTIONS:
1- Accomodation period takes a long time in rural tourism. Daily accomodation is not mentioned it takes about one month.
2- The services which are given to the tourists in rural tourism is different from the services in farm tourism.
3- In rural tourism, appropriate places for accomodation are plateau houses, mountain house, rural area hotels and motels, hostels and rooms for
rent also rural holiday villages.
4- In rural tourism the tourists who choose the accomodation places are generally the people that not give importance individual relationship
and do not want to know about human culture and region.

5- In rural tourism, accomodation and service occur in traditional agricultural areas that people continue their lives.
6- In rural tourism the tourists who choose rural motels and hotels are generally prefer short duration holidays and choose nature more than
individual relationships and they have high salary.
7- Most common preferences in accomodation facilities are rural region hotels and motels.
8- In rural tourism the tourist types who stay in tents and caravans (camping areas) are generally have high salary and self indulgent.
9- In rural tourism, the services present for tourists are such as agriculture, farming and presentation of local handicrafts, hiking, cultural trips,
picnic, sporting events, festivals etc.
10- In the scope of Covid-19 precautions; health precautions that apply in accomodation facilities are not valid in rural businesses.
Akçaabat Atatürk Vocational and Technical Anatolian High School

FALSE

INTRODUCTION
CONTENTS

OBJECTIVES
Service And Accommodation In Rural Tourism

Awareness of rural tourism

Touristic Services and Complementary Activities
in Rural Tourism

Studying rural life and rural areas

Types of People Who Enjoy Rural Tourism

To convey the importance of rural tourism

Akçaabat Atatürk Mesleki ve Teknik Anadolu Lisesi

Covid and Health Management In Rural Tourism

INFORMATIONS
We can absolutely say that in the last
twenty years rural tourism such as we can
call it village tourism or farm tourism
rapidly expand day by day.

Rural tourism becames important because
of supporting sustainable nature life and
minimizing giving harm to the
environment and nature.

People also have chance to travel in rural
areas in four seasons of the year so this
possibility does not cause seasonal
intension eliminate touristic pressure.
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Especially people live in rural areas have a
big chance to increase their economy and socio-

culture. People who live in this region are going to
have a welfare and they are going to have kinds of
oppurtinities from the tourism sector. The sector is
going to support them and provide their requirements.

Akçaabat Atatürk Vocational and Technical Anatolian High School

It can be useful to explain rural
areas because rural tourism gets
a place on rural areas. Rural
tourism is a kind of tourism that
for away from sea tourism
centers and far away from the
urban settlements. It is also has
quiet and peaceful atmosphere.
You can do diffirent kinds of
activities and protect nature and
cultural life. Rural tourism
combines agriculture and local
values together. People enjoy
themselves in country life and
in their accomodation areas.
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Four suplementary parts of the rural tourism are below like that.
Rural Areas

Mountains, lakes, rivers, forest, landscapes.

Rural Heritage

Industrial(Contemparary) Architectural, prehistoric
heritage, castles, churches, villages etc.

Rural Life

Handicrafts, local activities, nutrition, farming
activities, traditional music.

Rural Activities

Cycling, fishing, horse riding, hunting, walking.
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SERVICE AND ACCOMMODATION IN RURAL
TOURISM
Small and medium-sized accommodation enterprises are
preferred instead of large accommodation enterprises in rural
tourism business. In the accommodation realized in rural tourism,
on the one hand, authentic accommodation and hospitality in
accordance with the customs of that culture are expected in
traditional residences, on the other hand, it is also desired to have

contemporary comfort facilities (telephone, TV, hot water, etc.).
Accommodation businesses providing services in rural tourism
areas in general; village and farm houses, highland houses, chalets,
rural hotels and motels, hostels and rental rooms, rural holiday
villages, camping and caravan areas.
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TOURISTIC SERVICES and COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES

IN RURAL TOURISM
RURAL TOURISM ACTIVITIES
• Adventure holidays

• Relaxation vacations

• Kano - Rafting

• Local conferences

• Grass skiing

• Rural festivals

• Bird watching

• River fishing

• Hunting

• Watching countryside landscape

• Cycling tours

• Walking

• Horse riding

• Climbing

• Rural heritage studies

• Lake fishing

• Short village tours

• Orienteering
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TYPES OF PEOPLE WHO ENJOY RURAL TOURISM
Those who benefit from rural tourism
generally

have

environmental

awareness,

well

educated, working for a sustainable world, emphasis
on personal relationships, culturally minded, trying
to get to know people well and attaching importance
to quality people.
The tourists who are aiming to get to

know the rural world, they want to learn vernacular
places and food and beverages. Rural tourism tourists
mostly consist of middle-income people.
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The general purpose of the tourists participating
in rural tourism is to spend pleasant time
intertwined with agricultural or local values. It
covers activities that provide accomodation,
food and beverage and other services in line with
the expectations of tourists in order to meet this
purpose in rural tourists in order to meet this
purpose in rural tourism. In the demand side of
rural tourism, there is a consumer public who
wants to meet the local culture.

The increasingly stressful order of
urban life creates more negative
situations, especially for the middle
aged population; there fore rural
tourism has an indispensable attraction
especially for these people.
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COVID and HEALTH MANAGEMENT IN RURAL TOURISM
The methods of preventing the pandemic, such as the
restriction of social mobility, recommended by the World Health
Organization, social isolation and ensuring the maximum distance
between people will lead to radical changes in the protocols that the
tourism sector will make in the future. For a sustainable future, in a
period when the demond for rural tourism increases, countries like
Turkey, which have an advantage ous position will make rural

tourism investments and incentives.
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ACTIVITIES
Videos (Direct Links)


Karadeniz Sürdürülebilir Kırsal Turizm



Rural Tourism / Meaning, Activities and Benefits of Rural Tourism / Ecotourism Journey / Tourism



Back to Nature: Turizm Eğitmenlerinin Kırsal Turizm Üzerine Eğitimi

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o13iuRi5_tI&list=PLVVKxsIbzgfPr2sGn_O3iM5Mmb_QksvBv&index=11)
( https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OpU33j9wVss )

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jCW99HT4clw )

Readings
 Sürdürülebilir Kalkınma Ve Turizm Bağlamında Kırsal Turizmin Yeri Ve Önemi: Otantik Kırsal Turizm Projesi görünümü
(turizmvekalkinma.org) ( http://www.turizmvekalkinma.org/index.php/irtadjournal/article/view/479/396 )
 Dünya turizminin en iyi iki kırsal destinasyonu Türkiye'de (ktb.gov.tr) (https://basin.ktb.gov.tr/TR-298335/dunya-turizminin-en-iyi-iki-kirsaldestinasyonu-turkiye-.html )


Kırsal Turizm İyi Uygulama Örnekleri - (tarimorman.gov.tr) (http://uka.tarimorman.gov.tr/Content/Belgeler/KTKitap.pdf)
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KEY CONCEPTS
Rural
Activities

Sustainability

Rural Place

Farm
Tourism

Nature Life
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FINAL EVALUATION
1. Which of the following is not an acoommodation facility in
rural tourism?
A) Village and farm houses

2. Which one is the opposite of rural tourism?

A) Mountain tourism
B) Pleteau tourism

B) Hostels

C) Urban tourism

C) Mountain and plateau house

D) Village tourism

D) Star hotels

3. Which one is the most important feature that distinguishes rural
tourism from other types of tourism?
A) Made in small groups
B) Supporting sustainable natural life
C) Made in short time

4. In which tourism area of interest like plateau, village and farm?
A) Rural tourism
B) Health tourism
C) Culture tourism

D) Group tourism

D) Having fun
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5. Which of the following is not a rural tourism activity?

6. Which one is not a product of rural life?

A) Riding Horse

A) Handicrafts

B) Walking, climbing

B) Technological tools

C) Hunting

C) Local events

D) Yacht tour

D) Traditional music

7. Which of the following is not a component of rural tourism?

8. Which one is not a tourist type that do not take advantages of
rural tourism services?

A) Rural areas
B) Rural heritage
C) Rural activities

D) Rural economy

A) Self indulgent tourists
B) Having environmental awareness tourist
C) Well educated tourist
D) Making an effort for a sustainable life
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9. Which of the following is the embodiment of the idea
of sustainability in tourism and the most important example?

10. Which periods are suitable for rural tourism?

A) March - June

A) Health tourism

B) The last six months of the year

B) Thermal tourism

C) The first six months of the year

C) Rural tourism

D) Twelve months of the year

D) Belief tourism

11. Which of the following is not a benefit of rural tourism?

12. Which one is not the area of interest in rural tourism?

A) Contributes to the economic development of the people of the
region

A) Mountains

B) Leads to degradation of the natural environment
C) Provides rural development

B) Lakes
C) Cities

D) Rivers

D) Creates environmental awareness
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13. Which is not a service that tourists can have in rural areas?

A) Picnic

14. Which type of tourism is the least effected by global
epidemics such as Covid-19 ?
A) Human tourism

B) Cultural tour

B) Cultural tourism

C) Sports activities

C) Rural tourism

D) Sightseeing

D) Belief tourism

15. Which accomodation type can be prefered in rural tourism?
A) Mountain houses
B) Bungalows
C) Campings
D) All of them
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5. MARKETING, E-MARKETING
APPLICATIONS AND NEW
COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES
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10 TRUE OR FALSE PREVIOUS QUESTIONS

1.
2.
3.

Tourism marketing should focus exclusively on the sale of the product.
When the tourist destination promotes its image, it is not necessary for my company to do so as well.
The Internet is a very important technology for the promotion and distribution in rural tourism, also
having low implementation costs.
4. Social media is the best sales channel for rural tourism.
5. Social networks or blogs are the new opinion leaders, complement or new version of the traditional
word-of-mouth.
6. There is a high level of ICT implementation in rural tourism companies, so it is not necessary to
continue investing
7. ICT allow small rural tourism companies to provide direct information to end users and to contract
individually.
8. In the tourism sector, the capacity to innovate is closely related to ICT, with the appearance of the
Internet being one of the innovations with the greatest impact.
9. ICT may be mainly used during the development of a new tourist product.
10. In innovation processes, using ICT, it is necessary to involve all the areas involved, as well as potential
clients.

INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVES
 Identify key aspects for web development
 Know the main online marketing tools
 Be aware of the main measures to control
online marketing campaigns
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Tourism marketing and promotion
New platforms for commercialization
Social media and e-marketing
ICTs for product development
Measures to control online marketing campaigns

INFOGRAPHICS

MAIN CONCEPTS
Tourism marketing and promotion
Marketing: Process through which
individuals and groups provide,
exchange and obtain products –ideas,
goods and services –capable of
satisfying customers’ needs and
desires at a desirable price and place.

Tourism Marketing Plan: Represents
a strategy and is a combination of
techniques, tools and resources
designed to achieve commercial and
social objectives.

Sustainable Tourism Products: Those that
use resources in an environmentally
responsible, socially fair and economically
viable way, so that users of the product can
meet their current needs without
compromising future generations from being
able to use the same resources.

Promotion: Process (set of means and actions)
designed to inform potential visitors about the
tourism product offered, sharing with them its most
attractive and innovative attributes. It implies
communication activities, including advertising.

New platforms for commercialization

Types of online presence:
• COMPANY WEBSITE, (informative -corporate website-,
or commercial -electronic commerce website-).
• INTERMEDIARIES WEBSITES, which help to reduce
distribution costs and maximize the impact.
• SOCIAL MEDIA.
COMPANY WEBSITE. Accessibility and Usability.
The following decisions must be made:
• Hosting decisions. Where will be the website and all its content saved?)
• Software decisions. Which technology will be used to create the website?)

• Domain decisions. What will have to be written on the browser to reach the website?)

Social media and e-marketing
Inbound marketing: To create
preference, dialog and convince users
to purchase by generating attractive
and valuable content for the user.
Outbound marketing: To attract new
potential clients. Similar to traditional
media.

Social media and e-marketing
SOCIAL MEDIA
Objectives:
• Sales
• Branding (image and notoriety)
• Customer service management

Advantages
Consumer-Brand interaction
Community of users interesed on the brand
Support: Brand apostles
Feedback and new ideas generation (co-creation)

Consumer to consumer interaction
Two uses of social media for marketing purposes:
• Use social media as any other advertisement
platform, to publish ads.
• Making companies part of the social media,
creating and mantaining business profiles.

Consumers help each other on brand communities
Co-creation

Social media and e-marketing

SOCIAL MEDIA

Social media and e-marketing
e-MARKETING
• Format. It is possible to include text, links, images, video…
• Remember to keep it simple and understandable.
• Despite spam messages and user saturation in general, if it is
well managed is able to bring good results.
• With the new data protection law, the users need to confirm
their consent (opt in) to the company to receive such messages.
Advantages:
 Personal. Allows adapting the message and address users by their name.
 Fast. Campaigns can be done in a short period of time. The message reception is inmediate.
 Economic. Capacity of reaching a high number of users with little cost.
 Viral expansion capacity. It is very simple to forward an e-mail message.
 Interactive. Allows obtaining a fast answer from users when they click the message links.

ICTs for product development

ICTs allow small rural tourism companies to
provide direct information to end users,
attracting the public to their product and hiring
individually, increasing their added value and
making them more competitive.

The low level of implementation of ICT in companies and
entities dedicated to tourism in rural areas is a quite
limiting factor for the development of the activity.

Applications (APPs)
QR codes

Smartphones popularity favors
marketing strategies and help
to
develop
omnichannel
strategies (mixed online and
offline strategies).

Geolocation and proximity marketing
Augmented Reality
Artificial Intelligence

Measures to control online marketing campaigns

o REACH (number of users
that have seen a publication)

o INTERACTION (the users
provide feedback
publication)

o ENGAGEMENT

to

a

(level of
interest that a publication is
able to exert on its viewers)

ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY 1. Online marketing activities
After reading the following blog and watching the video, identify the
main types of online marketing activities and the most important
benefits for rural development of them:
https://goodtourisminstitute.com/library/online-marketing-in-tourism/

ACTIVITY 2. Why Rural Communities Need Marketing Strategies
After reading the following blog and watching the video, identify the main reasons for the success
of this tourism promotion campaign of the small village of Tschlin in the Alps of Switzerland:
“The village with phone promotion”
https://mountainmojogroup.com/rural-community-plan/

KEY CONCEPTS

Tourism marketing is the set of actions and processes to
inform about products, communicate with clients and
agents involved in the activity and sell the services that are
going to be provided.
ICTs are an opportunity and a necessity for the rural tourism
sector, since they allow access to the international market,
improve marketing in periods of low occupancy, avoid
dependence on intermediaries, promote and distribute
products directly and compete in conditions of greater equality.
with other tourist establishments of greater capacity.

Internet is the most relevant technology today as a
promotional and distribution tool, in addition the
economic costs of the implementation of this type of
technology is low, which makes them especially
suitable for small businesses, offering them the ease
of dissemination at a reduced price
The success of online marketing campaigns is
determined by several elements, such as: Reach,
interaction and Engagement.

Omnichannel strategies seek to create unique
experiences for customers, combining the best of the
offline and the online environment.

FINAL EVALUATION
1. Which of the following tools are inbound marketing?
a. Social Ads; E-Mail Marketing; Blog
b. Social Media Marketing; Blog; Mobile Marketing
c. Blog; Social Media Marketing; Search Engine Optimization
d. Display Advertising; Affiliate Marketing; Search Engine Advertising
2. Which of the following is a disadvantage of e-marketing?
a. It is not possible to include videos
b. It does not allow interaction with clients

c. It can reach a high number of users, but the economic cost is very high
d. None of the above is correct
3. Indicate which of the following statements about Social Media is incorrect:
a. It allows both Consumer – Brand and Consumer to Consumer interaction
b. It stimulates co-creation

c. It only and most important objective is sales
d. It allows to improve the image and notoriety of the company or destination

FINAL EVALUATION
4. Regarding the identification of the target audience, indicate the incorrect answer:
a. It only includes the current clients of the company
b. It determines who will communicate the message
c. It determines how and when the message will be communicated
d. We must choose media that our target audience can understand
5. Indicate which of the following would be an example of earned media:
a. An influencer whom we do not know, speaks well of us on his/her Instagram
b. An influencer writes a post entry on our company blog

c. An influencer promotes our hotel in exchange for two free nights
d. Neither option is an example of earned media
6. In the last post of my travel blog I talked about the most beautiful hotels in Almeria. Every time I name one of these hotels, visitors to my blog can click on
the name and visit its website. And every time a visitor from my blog makes a reservation, the hotel will pay me. What is the metric that hotels will use to
calculate the expense of appearing on my blog?
a. Cost per mile
b. Cost per click
c. Cost per order
d. Cost per blog

FINAL EVALUATION
7. Which of the following statements is correct?
a. ICTs allow small rural tourism companies to provide direct information to end users
b. ICTs allow small rural tourism companies to attract the public to their product and to hire individually
c. ICTs allow small rural tourism companies to increase their added value and to make them more competitive
d. All the above answers are correct
8. Regarding the measures to control online marketing campaigns, which of the following statements is correct?
a. Engagement indicates the level of interest that a publication is able to exert on its viewers
b. Reach indicates if the users provide feedback to a publication

c. Interaction indicates the number of users that have seen a publication
d. All the above answers are incorrect
9. Based on the recommendations for each social network, which of the following statements is correct?
a. Linkdln is very useful for branding
b. Facebook is quite useful for branding, for sales and for customer relationship management

c. Twitter is very useful for customer relationship management
d. All the above answers are correct

FINAL EVALUATION
10. Which of the following statements about online marketing measurement and payment methods is incorrect?
a. The greatest risk in Pay per view is assumed by the announcer
b. Cost per lead and Cost per order are used in Pay per action
c. In Pay per lead you pay every time a user orders a product
d. In Pay per click you pay every time a user click an ad
11. A tourism marketing plan:
a. … is a combination of techniques designed to achieve commercial and social objectives
b. … is a combination of techniques, tools and resources designed to achieve commercial objectives

c. … is a combination of techniques, tools and resources designed to achieve commercial and social objectives
d. … is a process designed to inform potential visitors about the tourism product offered
12. Which of the following statements is incorrect?
a. Smartphones popularity favors marketing strategies
b. There is a high level of implementation of ICT in companies and entities dedicated to tourism in rural areas

c. Smartphones popularity help to develop omnichannel strategies
d. Smartphones allow, among others, the use of APPs, QR codes, geolocation, or augmented reality

FINAL EVALUATION
13. Which of the following statements about social media is correct?
a. Companies can use social networks both to insert advertising and to develop their own profiles
b. Inbound marketing is similar to traditional media
c. Outbound marketing is useful to create preference, dialog and convince users to purchase by generating attractive and valuable content for the user
d. All the above answers are correct
14. A good strategy for promoting a sustainable tourist destination should include:
a. That they use resources in an environmentally responsible way
b. That they use resources in an socially fair and economically viable way

c. That they use resources in an environmentally responsible, socially fair and economically viable way
d. None of the above is correct
15. Which of the following statements is incorrect?
a. Companies can have an online presence through company website, intermediaries websites and/or social media
b. Companies websites may be corporate website or electronic commerce website

c. In relation to company websites, two types of decisions must be made: hosting decisions and software decisions
c. Intermediaries websites help to reduce distribution costs and maximize the impact

RIGHT ANSWERS

True or False

Multiple choice questions
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The RURALTOUR: A Training Programme For Sustainable Rural Tourism
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INTRODUCTION

The role of stakeholders and businesses in rural destination is an
essential component of destination brand development. It is
important that both businesses and destinations to focus on appeal,
attributes, resources and destination image to attract visitors. The
execution and approach is also important. It should be done
strategically, consistently and everyone should be aware and aligned
to ensure a strong brand and destination image and reputation is built.
In order to survive now more than ever rural tourism businesses and
destinations should look at innovative ways to build their brand.
Consider going online, setting up a volunteer network, pooling
resources etc. For destination branding success stakeholders should be
unified, invested in education, keeping their fingers on the pulse and
engage with experts where possible. There should be a central focus
on the visitors and target markets. The approach should be holistic
incorporating all aspects of the business including marketing,
communication, customer service and staff training.

Video County Leitrim, Rural North West of Ireland
Digital is the best way to communicate your brand, it
is engaging, communicates the essence of the region
and immediately connects your target audience with
your business or destination.

Rural Tourism Destination Branding

Rural Tourism Destination Branding is about identifying the destination's strongest and most
competitively appealing assets in the eyes of its prospective visitors, building a story from these that
makes the destination stand out above its competitors, and running this narrative consistently through all
marketing communications.
A destination brand cannot be created. It is up to the tourism businesses and destination marketing
organisations to identify their destination’s best rural tourism assets in order to invoke certain feelings,
values, cultures, and the overall mindset that people experience when visiting a place.

It also means that all tourism ambassadors and stakeholders, including the local community and
businesses in the destination play a part in contributing to the tourism brand values, experience,
reputation, and mindset. Particularly, those in the front-line service industry, which is why the tourism
industry is so vital to the economy. It creates customer loyalty and trust, rendering travellers an everlasting
impression that could make or break a brand, and in turn, it provides jobs to the workforce.
Source: The Choice

Module Learning Objectives

• Understand the power of branding in the context of a rural tourism destination
or business
• Learn how to create your own Brand Blueprint, Brand Guide and Brand Toolkit
• Manage your brand effectively from a holistic point of view across all channels
• Know how to develop your Marketing Collateral in a way that differentiates your
product and position according to tourism buyer behaviour
• Live Your Brand so well that your customers can immediately identify and trust
what you stand for and the experiences you deliver
• Discover European brand strengthening approaches, examples and case studies
• Explore how other rural tourism regions have innovatively evolved their brand
during COVID

Topics Covered

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to Rural Tourism Destination Branding
Rural Tourism Destination Branding Definitions
Step 1 Tourism Ireland, Create Your Rural Tourism Brand Blueprint
Step 2 The Branding Process Never Ends, Trust and Follow the Process
Step 3 Limerick, Ireland Develop Your Brand Toolkit & Check Your Brand Identity
Case Study: Italy, Marche Region, Strengthens its Brand Through Images and Messaging
on Social Media, Website and Marketing Campaigns
Step 4 Develop Your Marketing Collateral in Line with Your Brand
Step 5 How to Live Your Brand!
Step 6 Review and Monitor Your Brand
Case Study: Germany Strengthens its Rural Tourism Brand by Focusing on Wellbeing,
Sustainability and Social Responsibility
Case Study: Portugal, MARCA, Saidas De Mestra Strengthens its Brand During COVID by
Digitally Modifying its Experiences

Test Your Knowledge True or False
Write True or False for Right Answer

Question
A brand is only for companies like Coca Cola, Disney, Starbucks and Gap

A brand is a logo
A brand is how your customers perceive you, it is also your promise to your customers.
Logo, typography, graphics, images, blogs, digital design are all branding collateral
A Brand Guide is the same as a Brand Toolkit
Branding doesn’t need to be consistent as long as you are regularly communicating
Brand is only to be used internally for business operations
Once you have developed your brand blueprint you don’t need to worry about it anymore
Branding is only developed by a graphic designer
Branding doesn’t require looking at the marketplace, checking in on your customers or
reviewing how successful your customer service is

Branding should only be left to the branding and marketing department

True

False

‘Branding is the process of communicating your
promise to your customers. It is creating a strong,
positive and engaging perception with your rural
tourism business or destination experiences in your
customers mind’.

When your customers are searching for you, your
experience, your brand it is an interactive,
intuitive and aspirational process.
When people search on the internet, or look through dozens of brochures looking
for that ‘perfect rural holiday experience’, they are actually looking to make a
connection with your brand. Its not your website, name or logo – it’s a lot more
than that. They are looking for the emotional triggers that jump out and connect
with their hearts and minds. They take in the look, feel, and promise of an
experience that connects your product with their holiday dreams and desires. It’s the
‘I want to be there’ factor. To brand your business identity is to create
impressions and ideas about your product, service or experience in the minds of
consumers and then transform those ideas into authentic experiences. It’s a
powerful tool when done well, lets begin!
In order to get it right, you must firstly know what you stand for – your
product vision, values, personality and guarantees.

Take the unique qualities that set you apart from
other similar products and weave them into your
branding elements – the look, feel and experience.
You must also know your customers and which target markets are most likely to seek
those values and qualities from you. Finally, use every available means to develop the
relationship between the two through your brand messaging. You have no doubt heard
the phrases ‘a brand you can trust’ or ‘a name you can depend on’. That trust is
built on strong brand messaging which consistently meets consumer expectations.
The fulfilment of the brand will come easily if you understand one crucial principle –
everything you do counts. Every aspect of your business carries your brand messaging,
or to put it more accurately, your brand messaging affects every aspect of your
business. Focus on your product strengths to tell your story. Below is an outlined
framework you can use to develop a strong and powerful brand for your rural tourism
business or destination starting with these elements.

Step 1 Create Your
Brand Blueprint
Branding is a complex topic. Step 1 is to create a
brand blueprint by mapping out what your rural
tourism brand represents. There are many brand
elements. Start by considering the key brand
elements these are the priority or main elements,
they will help you flesh out what you are trying to
achieve with your brand. They are important
because they will help you get on track and
understand how you should communicate your
experiences and how you do things. Brand elements
can be developed and applied to both the business
and destination and should ideally be applied to
both. You need to set your strategic business or
destination goals and actions then align your brand
strategy. We have examples in the next slides how to
address the top elements using the Tourism Ireland
destination brand and Arigna Mining Experience
rural tourism SME brand.

Main Brand Elements are…
Brand Position

Core Benefits

Brand Values

Tone of Voice

Brand Personality

Target Audience

Attributes

Logo & Tag Line

Typographic &
Colours

Imagery/Photography
Logo & Tagline Placement

‘The words that underpin the
Tourism Ireland brand promise
are “joyful immersion’
Niall Gibbons, Chief Executive,
Tourism Ireland

Source Leyuworks

Brand
Elements
Brand Position

Description

Rural Tourism Examples

What is your promise
to your customers.
What is your position.

Land of a Thousand Welcomes! We are
the home of ‘joyful immersion’ the fact
that you can come to Ireland, get under
the skin of us, and we will lift your spirits.
The feeling of living in the moment, up
close and personal with a place and its
people

Brand Values

What the brand
stands for and cannot
be compromised on

An island that restores and enhances your
lust for life. The friendliness and warmth
of the people. The stunning and dramatic
scenery. The distinctive Irish culture.

Brand
Personality

The human
characteristics of the
brand, its style

The island of Ireland is a land full
authentic, joyful experiences & people
that enhance the experience by engaging
with you in an uplifting, genuine way. (See
graphic for more examples)

Attributes

The characteristics
which are important
to consumers, usually
limited to functional
and economic, not
phycological or
emotional

Wild Atlantic Way, Irelands Ancient East,
lively atmosphere, hospitality, snug pubs
with fireplace, pints of Guinness and
drinks, food, rugged wild beautiful
landscapes, beaches, mountains, lakes,
culture, arts, heritage, the craic, festivals,
country rural living…

Brand
Elements

Description

Rural Tourism Examples

Core Benefits

The emotional rewards
the user gets from the
brand. How customers
feel when buying or
experiencing the brand

Our Character: Rich diversity of surprising,
spontaneous and ‘only in Ireland’
experiences, which are authentic, not staged,
both historical and contemporary.
Our Characters: Ireland’s engaging people,
freely giving insights into our culture,
delivered in a fun, engaging, human and
conversational way.

Tone of Voice

The tone brings our
character to life across
our communication
channels

Ireland is a positive, expressive and vibrant
brand, so the tone should reflect this: —
Lively, energetic — Friendly, natural,
engaging, warm, invitational —
Conversational, colloquial — Playful,
informal, with a touch of charm and wit

Target Audience

Who the brand is
targeted at to ensure
you are focusing your
business on the most
profitable markets

Social Energisers, Culturally Curious, Great
Escapers Failte Ireland
Where do they come from? Britain, Germany,
US, France

Brand Element

Considerations

Imagery/Photography

Images should consider your main target market types e.g.,
culturally curious want to see culture and heritage shots. Should
capture the beauty of the island of Ireland; but where possible you
should also leave a generous amount of negative space to create
room for visual elements such as logo and headline copy.

Logo Placement

The logo shouldn’t just be restricted to the bottom right hand
corner. In order to create optimal stand out within the context of
any execution we should use negative space within the image to
place our lock-up for maximum legibility. Logo placement should
not interfere with headline copy.

Typographic and Font

Ensure type is as clear and legible as possible. Try to use sans serif.
Avoid overlaying type on busy backgrounds. Where it is
unavoidable, and copy is required over busy backgrounds, please
ensure to use bold copy. Try to use white type on negative space
on images

Colour

Consistent use of colour is a critical factor in building the Ireland
brand worldwide. Colours evoke a response that reaches beyond
culture and language. The primary colours for the brand consist of
Purple, Dark Green, Light Green and White. This combination of
colours should be the principal selection in the creation of
collateral materials.

Logo & Tag Line

Logos should be developed in 4 colour variants: All white for use
over full bleed imagery. White with green shamrock, for use on
purple backgrounds. Purple with green shamrock, for use over
white spacing. All black for use in mono formats.
The tag line can be placed above or to the side of your logo.
Consider translating your tag line for your key international
markets.

Rural Tourism SME, Branding Elements
Arigna Mining Experience, Roscommon, Ireland
Brand Elements

Brand Position

Brand Values

Brand
Personality

Attributes

Description
What is your promise to
your customers. What is
your position.

Rural Tourism Examples
Arigna Mining Experience, where we bring
history to life, tell the story of Ireland’s coal
mining industry and explore the themes of
energy – past, present and future. At Arigna,
we don’t just take you on a journey back in
time, we also bring you underground!

What the brand stands
for and cannot be
compromised on

Raw authentic fascinating underground tour
experience delivered by actual mining workers.
Visitors experience what the underground
mining work was like first hand by walking in
the coal miners footsteps. Warm and friendly
with genuine attention from local employees.
Warm and tasty homemade food. Stunning
dramatic panoramic scenery. A distinctive
piece of Irish culture and heritage in a unique
rural setting that stands out from the rest.

The human
characteristics of the
brand, its style

Authentic, warm and engaging from the
minute you step in the door. An immersive
realistic historical experience. Full of moments
of surprise, awe, shock, fascination as you
engage in realist revelations of past mining life.

The characteristics
which are important to
consumers, usually
limited to functional
and economic, not
phycological or
emotional

Mining history, miners, Irelands Hidden
Heartlands, stunning rugged rural Leitrim
landscapes, tasty homemade food, affordable,
north west of Ireland, gifts and souvenirs,
interactive audio visual experience, café and
seating areas, conference room, hospitality,
mountains, lakes, culture, arts, heritage,
country rural living and community

Brand
Elements

Description

Rural Tourism Examples
Our Character: Feel like a miner felt in the
hard working dangerous conditions of a cold
and damp underground mine. Unpolished
authentic unpolished immersive experience.
Rugged, isolated rural irish countryside.
Warm and friendly hospitality. Relax and
enjoy wonderful panoramic views. Taste and
relish homemade treats.
Our Characters: Actual previous miners
delivering awe inspiring insights and stories
into how the underground mining was.
Delivered in an engaging, storytelling and
conversational way. Locals supporting the
local area.

Core Benefits

The emotional rewards
the user gets from the
brand. How customers
feel when buying or
experiencing the brand

Tone of Voice

The tone brings our
character to life across
our communication
channels

Positive, expressive, friendly, conversational,
playful, touch of local charm and wit,
informal, hospitable, warm, sociable, up
close and personal with the locals,
approachable, attentive, sociable and cordial.

Target
Audience

Who the brand is
targeted at to ensure
you are focusing your
business on the most
profitable markets

Social Energisers, Culturally Curious, Great
Escapers Failte Ireland
Where do they come from? Britain, Germany,
US, France

Exercise Create Your Tourism Brand
Blueprint
Brand
Elements

Description

Rural Tourism Examples

Brand
Elements

Brand Position

Core Benefits

Brand Values

Tone of Voice

Brand
Personality

Target Audience

Description

Rural Tourism Examples

Attributes

Brand Element
Imagery/Photography
Logo Placement
Typographic and Font
Colour
Logo & Tag Line

Considerations

Instructions: Take the blank tables to assess and
determine each of your rural tourism business or
destination brand elements. From the results now start to
develop your Brand Guide by following the Sample Brand
Guide: Tourism Ireland Brand Guide
Tip: Make sure to include the input of your staff, sample
of customers and key partners to offer you some valuable
insights!

A Brand is More Than Just a Logo

Source Think Thrive

Step 2 The Branding Process Never Ends
Trust and Follow the Process
 Once you have developed your elements and guidelines for your brand it is always worth calling in
on the expertise of other to help you further develop your brand. Consider local recommended
brand consultants, graphic designers, local tourism enterprise support. This is money well invested!
 Hire staff who are creative and will build your brand in line with your business objectives.
 Keep referring back to the base of your brand on your product, the markets you target, and
what they would expect to see, hear and feel about your business.
 Keep in mind the objective is to develop a single-minded and compelling message. The
key thing you want to get across to all your relevant target markets both main and potential. Now
explain what you do in 30 words and 300 words so you can consistently communicate your key
message on different platforms e.g., Google Search Descriptor - Meta Tags(30 words) and Website
Introduction (300 words)
 Brand is also about reputation! So all the great logos, images, catchy slogans and pretty
pictures in the world will not amount to much if your customer service is lacking or your product is
poorly organised and run. In fact, you will just be wasting your money.

Hot Tips

 Start by investing in engaging, stunning local images and videos. Focus on hero experiences and attractions,
popular panoramic views and don’t forget to include people. Video is the new marketing medium and one of the most
effective ways to start delivering your brand messages. Drone footage is another level again!
 Apply your branding and messaging to all parts of your business and design features; logos, social media,
signage, uniforms, images, websites and brochures
 Make sure your customer service and standards reflect your brand values and experience
 Live Your Brand! Make sure staff are well aware and educated about your brand values, personality. Assist and
encourage them to always live up to the name, talk about you, share your message and strengthen your brand.
 Develop a one page brand blue print, summarising the key points about your brand e.g., your values, target
markets, tag lines etc. Put it on the office and staff room wall as a constant reminder, don’t forget to send it to your
designers.
 Keep track of where your brand is used. If you are updating your brand make sure to contact who needs to be
contacted so you can remove all old logos and brand content listed on external platforms. This will avoid confusion and
ensure your brand isn’t diluted or damaged.

Branding is a Marketing Tactic!

Branding is a marketing tactic, branding personifies your tourism business. It gives
your business a voice, an image, and personality — which makes you more relatable
to your guests and other travellers. It is the foundation of your marketing.

It forms a perception to your audience, it is the reflection of your company values
(what your business stands for, believes in, and why you exist). Ultimately, a welldefined brand helps you appeal to the right audience and turn them into customers
as well as leave a lasting impression.

Step 3 Develop Your Brand
Toolkit & Check Brand Identity
Now you have developed your elements, now dig a bit deeper and
develop your brand toolkit. This will ensure your brand identity is
showing up holistically visually and verbally across all channels.
From large billboards to social media posts it instructs how you and
others should communicate across all your communication assets
and platforms. Your Brand Guide focuses on the more the higher
level information such as brand mission, purpose and highline
explainers but the Brand Toolkit goes into much more detail with
specific instructions mainly used by designers. A Brand Toolkit should
be practical, precise, easy to use and follow with plenty of visual
instructions and examples.
Don’t forget to instruct how your brand should be used on different
types of mediums (e.g., posters, print, banners). It also explains how
to not to use the brand. Your Brand Toolkit should ideally be used in
tandem with your Brand Guide.

Brand Toolkit
Examples











Vision, mission and values
Brand story, themes and motives
Narrative and strategy
Naming, tag lines and brief messaging
Tone of voice / brand messaging
Logo variations, sizing and positioning, in
use examples, graphic elements (don’ts)
Photography, images
Typography fonts, styles, how to use
Colour palette and patterns, pairings
Templates: social media, business cards,
website design, banners, posters,
brochures etc.

Exercise

Logo Placement on Print Versus Digital

Tourism Brand Messaging (Page 7)
3 Key Messages for people who know little or nothing about Limerick
1. Gateway and source*
The gateway to The Wild
Atlantic Way (AE) from a
city whose identity is forged
by European history, culture
and art (EE). Limerick is
close to nature while acting
as a stage for street artists,
live music and a calendar of
cultural events.

2. Blue and green
The start of the Great
Southern Greenway trail to
the coast (AE) through
some of the continent’s
most enticing countryside
and villages (EE); The home
of outdoor, river and waterbased adventures (AE),
suitable for everyone (EE).

3. Food and friends
Limerick’s food scene,
markets, restaurants and
pubs combine the
innovative (AE) with the
traditional (EE), while
being welcoming, family
friendly, full of art, music
and easy-going people.
(EE).

Start Developing Your Brand Toolkit by
following the Limerick, Ireland Brand Toolkit.
If you need help get your staff onboard and
engage a recommended graphic designer

Case Study
Marche Region, Italy Strengthens its Brand
Through Images and Messaging on Social
Media, Website and Marketing Campaigns
• Stunning imagery on Instagram and Facebook with engaging descriptions, hash tags
•
•
•

•

(#destinazionemarche), Call to Actions etc
The website is available in 10 different languages, has 17 themes or clusters to guide its
visitors preferences, 6 free applications, online tool called Marche Advisor that creates
tailor made itineraries and packages.
Social Media Campaign “Marche Glass” where video-makers created a new video to
promote Marche Region, #marcheglass. More than 919,000 people reached, producing
618,000 visualizations and more than 18,000 shares on Facebook.
Photowalks half day tours of local rural experiences, food, wine tasting and learn Italian.
Social communications event after with a selection of photos entered into a competition,
prize giving and post exhibition. In 2015 Photowalks produced more than 38 million
impressions, 2016 produced more than 147 million!
Brand Promotion Section on website with videos, photos, apps…and more.

Step 4 Develop Your
Marketing Collateral in Line
with Your Brand
Your marketing collateral is any digital or printed material used to
communicate your rural tourism company or destination brand’s
message, products or services. It can include a variety of formats from
printed brochures to, videos, e-books, newsletters, graphics, and
more. Don’t just do it without thinking and for the sake of ‘having it’.
You need to consider a number of things before you start investing
valuable time and money. To get it right first time you should get a
skilled professionals to create your collateral armed with your Brand
Guidelines and Toolkit. Start with;
 Putting your audience first; they are central to the process, have the
right collateral at each stage of the tourism buyers journey
 Try and be smart and develop copy that can be used for multiple
mediums or can be easily modified and adjusted
 Check what you need to address e.g., FAQ’s, customer enquiries
 Make sure to choose the right type of collateral. You will most likely
not need everything e.g., with COVID everything is online

Resource
All You Need to Know About Marketing
Collateral (What it is, Types, Designing, Web
Based Content (AR, VR, Interactive…)

Practical Examples of Signage and Print

Your Online/Offline Marketing Collateral Bible
in Line with the 5 Core Stages of the Tourism Buyers Journey

Step 5 Live Your Brand!
Your brand should permeate all aspects of your rural
tourism destination or business. This strengthens the
brand and your reputation. In the introduction to this
section we talked about your brand as being your look,
feel and the experience you offer. This is achieved by
having your branding throughout your marketing and
promotional campaigns, advertising, your front door,
your reception, service and culture, signage etc.
Everything should represent your brand values and
what your brand stands for in order to firmly deliver the
promise. It is not a one off thing but a constant effort.
Make sure everybody is clear what your brand is; from
your customers, staff, potential customers, your
community and anybody who comes in contact with
your brand. This is called Living Your Brand!!

Practical Examples of Pull Up Banners for
Reception Signage

Resource Social Media Guidelines for Tourism in
Rural Areas
A practical guide providing social media guidelines,
Social Media Management in the Context of Destination
Marketing, Choosing the Right Social Media Channels
for Your Audiences…and more.

Tip
Exercise
Assess Your Brand Identity i.e., logo,
typography, colour palette, brand tone and
voice by checking across all assets and
marketing channels to check if they all look
the same and evoke the same feeling. This
exercise will ensure you have a consistent
brand image building trust, familiarity and
brand value.

When researching your brand identity, think about:
• What kind of messaging has worked for your brand
in the past, including successful emails, ads, etc.
• What’s your brand position? Where are you in
comparison to other brands in your industry?
• What questions frequently come up when making
decisions about imagery and messaging?
The ultimate goal should be to define the look and feel
of your brand through visual, and verbal solutions.
Be sure to make notes about things in your existing
identity that may need to change. For instance, the
image of your brand might be perfect, but the voice might
be fragmented.

Step 6 Review and
Monitor your Brand
Your brand elements and attributes should be based on your
product qualities that are likely to endure. That’s not to say you
shouldn’t move with the times either. As your product and
business grows and times change, your brand blueprint will need
to be reviewed. In many cases, a timely refresh of your brand
creative can be a vital way of staying in touch with your
consumers. The idea is to monitor your brand and service delivery
and always keep on the lookout for what’s working in regards to
your brand and what’s not. Brand monitoring is essentially the
process of tracking different channels and sources of information
to identify how your brand is being perceived and protecting your
reputation. This involves different tactics e.g., social monitoring
and social listening.

‘Brand monitoring can make it easier to identify how people
feel about your brand. This knowledge can inform your
marketing decisions and help you create campaigns your
audience will love and stand out from competition’

Start Here
• Turn on your notifications for social media
platforms and channels such as Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram. Do the same for Blog
Comments
• Search hash tags and tweets on Twitter
• Check Facebook for comments and shares
• Set up Google Alerts to elect to receive
emails when a mention happens, daily or
weekly
• Look at third party review sites such as Trip
Advisor and Yelp

Case
Study
Germany Strengthens its Rural
Tourism Brand by Focusing on
Wellbeing, Sustainability and
Social Responsibility

The German Tourist Board launched a digital image campaign on social media called Feel Good to
promote sustainable tourism holidays, while providing guidelines on how to still visit the natural
landscapes, urban attractions, and historical sites that Germany is popular for. The campaign
directed synergies to rural tourism topics like local traditions, outdoor experiences,
accommodation and regional products (arts, exhibitions, handicraft, regional food, urban
gardening, organic restaurants) and engagement of the local population. Customers were inspired
to use public transport and diverse possibilities for slow travel like hiking and cycling.
Germany Wins Destination of Sustainable Cultural Tourism Awards 2021

Case Study
Germany Strengthens its Rural
Tourism Brand by Focusing on
Wellbeing, Sustainability and
Social Responsibility
With tourists considering the COVID-19 risk being particularly in
low
nature-oriented
holidays.
The
marketing
campaign #WanderlustGermany addressed nature, culture,
heritage and active travellers with a focus on cycling and hiking to
major rural tourism highlights, villages and other attractions. The
campaign created a suite of dedicated branded collateral; over 100
different themes and experiences, an interactive map, stunning
themed videos…and more. The campaign focused products with
well thought-out hygiene and safety concepts and first-class
service. Focused digital communication measures and events in
local markets around the country to promote and target both
domestic and international tourists.

Click above to watch the official campaign video
Click below to explore the different experiences

Rural Tourism Business Insight
”Your brand is the most valuable asset your business has. It is essential to protect
and treat you brand with the upmost respect and integrity. Branding is about what’s
in your heart, a reflection of what you value, whereas advertising is about what’s
in your pocket. In many ways you brand without intention. To be a ‘brand champion’
you have to live and breathe your brand. Branding is more than a logo. It begins
with the way you answer the phone through to your final feedback form. We
communicate our brand using consistent messages. It takes years to build your
brand. It can be quickly destroyed by thoughtless actions. All our staff are ‘brand
ambassadors’ and responsible for upholding our brand values. We protect our brand
by responding to negative feedback and monitoring our reputation in the
marketplace, especially in this age of social networking. We find it’s good to get
someone from outside the business to review our brand from time to time because
we are often too close to see the key attributes and differences.“
Jane O’Reilly, Managing Director, Rural Retreats, Ireland

Case Study
MARCA, Saidas De Mestra. Portugal Strengthens its
Brand during COVID by Digitally Modifying its Experiences
• MARCA (NFPO) strive to assist rural regions particularly during challenging times. During COVID they executed the
‘Saidas de Mestre’ with the Alentego region by adapting the regions activities to digitally bring art, culture, heritage
and the environment to their customers.
• They needed help going digital so they took advantage of building a new volunteer network of partnership and
support with local entities, stakeholders, cultural and heritage custodians, environmentalists, communication and
event experts. Together they consolidated, planned, developed and promoted a new series of experiential and
creative online workshops, promotional materials and videos. Participants attended learned how to craft, therefore
had direct contact with the artefacts and learned about local tourism and gastronomy.
• They publicized using stunning videos on social networks such as You Tube and Facebook and adapted
communication materials to suit tourists, locals and companies (e.g., for team building).
• The network remain committed to improving and adapting their experiences as the crisis continues. This approach
and attitude reinforces their brand that they are dedicated, resilient and focused on continuous commitment to
delivering their experiences to their customers. The ‘new normal’ will most likely include a hybrid approach but other
solutions planned include carrying out activities in outdoor spaces.

Test Your Knowledge Questions
Please circle the right answer A, B or C
Question

A

B

C

Why is it important to have a strong
rural tourism brand? What are the
benefits?

Creates loyalty & clearly
delivers your message

It gives you a name

Your staff get creative and
learn how to be marketers

How would you describe branding?
What is it exactly?

A logo and tag line

Branding is controlled by
customers

Is a way of identifying your
business. It is how your
customers recognise and
emotionally connect with
your business.

What are the other things or elements
you need to develop a rural tourism
brand?

A Business Plan, a You
Tube Video and a Budget

Core Benefits, Values,
Personality, Tone of Voice
and Target Audiences

A team of staff, a designer
and a marketing manager

Apart from a logo, what are 3 branding
collateral a tourism business could use
in the buyers journey?

1. You Tube Video
2. Training Program
3. One Page Blue Print

1. E-Brochure
2. Social Media
Channels
3. Search and SEO

1. Branding Guide
2. Website
3. Human Resource
Strategy

Test Your Knowledge Questions
Please circle the right answer A, B or C
Question

A

B

How can rural tourism businesses and
destinations establish a positive aligned
brand image?

•

What innovative COVID branding
approaches could be implemented to
strengthen your brand?

Put up ‘Closed for Business’
and wait until COVID is over

Try to make your
experiences available online
or seek support

Leave all your pre-COVID
information online, don’t
update it

How can rural tourism businesses or
Use blogs (dreaming stage)
destinations effectively communicate their Use social media (exploring
brand? Consider the buyers journey.
stage)

Go to loads of local events
and meet as many people as
possible

Develop a quick one pager
website

How can you monitor and review your
brand and its reputation?

Check your competitors Trip
Advisor

Turn on your social media
notifications

Avoid looking and listening to
what your customers are
saying about you

Identify the ways you can make sure that
your staff and designer understand your
brand?

Get them to look at the
website and figure it out for
themselves

Develop a one page brand
blue print and put it up on
your staff room wall

Get them to check what your
competitor is doing

•

Clear consistent
messaging
High quality destination
images

•
•

C

Great customer care
Using loads of different
descriptions and
messages

•
•

Different branding on
websites
Using whatever colours
and fonts you feel like

7. CUSTOMER SERVICE AND
ADAPTATION TO DIFFERENT CULTURES
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TRUE/FALSE
o

Everything in cultural diversity is relative.

o

Employees must have the right use of information technology that helps them deliver
personalized, prompt and expert service in customer interaction from all cultures.

o

Sometimes providing excellent customer support means making it easy for customers
to help themselves.

o

Some of the most important skills for support professionals are patience, attention,
the ability to communicate clearly, a willingness to learn, and empathy.

o

Within a range of social teachings and value judgments ranging from our personal
expectations to the expectations of the family and society, cultural differences do not
cause major problems, communication and adjustment problems.
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TRUE/FALSE
o

Cultural adaptation includes cultural identity with individual and social characteristics, integration with a different culture or
sometimes conflict with a different culture.

o

In order to better meet customer expectations, it is important to be customer focused in the long run.

o

When translated into customer service, customers in universal cultures expect to be treated like everyone else.

o

How easily customers show their emotions

depends largely on the culture.

o

Being aware of cultural differences can

help you avoid misunderstandings, get feedback,
and resolve issues with your customers.
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INTRODUCTION
OBJECTIVES
• Understanding Cultural Diversity in Customer
Service
• Using the right tools and technology for fast
customer relations
• Ability to communicate correctly with guests
of all cultures
• Ability to accurately and easily solve
problems arising from communication and
cultural differences
CONTENTS
Customer Support
Attention to cultural diversity
The RURALTOUR: A Training Programme For Sustainable Rural Tourism
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Customer Support
Self-service Support Method
Sometimes providing excellent customer support
means making it easy for customers to help
themselves. In fact, 81% of consumers try to fix
problems on their own before reaching customer
support, and 71% want the ability to fix most problems
on their own. It can be approached as emotional labor
where necessary.

Personal Skills and Equipment
All personnel should have the necessary knowledge and
equipment to provide the best support to people from
different cultures. Must use technology well, have advanced
communication skills and be result-oriented.

Basic Support Skill and Emotional Labor

The most important condition for providing basic support is
skill, patience, attention, ability to communicate clearly,
willingness to learn, and empathy.
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Customer Support

Customer Focused
We should measure how well we really know
customers and understand their expectations. We
should consider when and how we communicate with
our customers and what we can do to improve our
communication. We should explore how we can better
promote our products and services to our customers.
In order to better meet customer expectations, we
must be customer-oriented in the long run.

The RURALTOUR: A Training Programme For Sustainable Rural Tourism

Getting Feedback and Solving Problems
In low-context cultures, people need to be very clear, simple,
clear and straightforward in their communication and avoid as
much confusion as possible. But in high-context cultures, people
leave much more room to read between the lines. Messages are
implied, but not explicitly stated. In some cultures, feedback is
direct and very direct, while others do it subtly and politely.
Being aware of these will protect us from a false positive or
negative perception when receiving feedback from culturally
diverse customers.

2020-1-TR01-KA202-092185

Attention to Cultural Diversity
Relativity
According to David Champion,
everything in cultural diversity is relative.
A German may feel that Italians lack
punctuality on time, but Italians will feel
the same for people from India.
Therefore, you should always consider
your cultural position relative to your
client's.

Cultural Differences
In short, cultural adaptation includes cultural identity with
individual and social characteristics, integration with a different
culture or conflict with a different culture from time to time.
Thus, reducing conflict with different cultures (stress level) helps
to achieve cultural harmony in thought. Thus, traditions, customs,
lifestyle expectations and perspectives towards similar situations
in different cultures will change, and a series of adaptation
problems ranging from our individual expectations to social
expectations will be eliminated.
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Attention to Cultural Diversity
Adaptation to different cultures
The adaptation of the individual is
evaluated as a result of the acculturation
process. The adaptability of the
acculturated individual can be at
different levels, both positive and
negative. Some individuals may embrace
the differences demanded by the new
culture and exhibit a positive fit. Some
people may experience negative
experiences by resisting the new
environment's demand for change. As a
result of acculturation, adaptation takes
place in three areas: psychological,
socio-cultural and economic adaptation.

Social and Individual Expectations
The traditions, lifestyles, expectations and perspectives of individuals
brought up in different cultures can be very different from each other.
In a series of social teachings and value judgments ranging from our
personal expectations to the expectations of the family and society,
these differences can sometimes lead to big problems, communication
and adaptation problems.
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Attention to Cultural Diversity

Social and Individual Expectations
The traditions, lifestyles, expectations and
perspectives of individuals brought up in different
cultures can be very different from each other. In a
series of social teachings and value judgments
ranging from our personal expectations to the
expectations of the family and society, these
differences can sometimes lead to big problems,
communication and adaptation problems.

The RURALTOUR: A Training Programme For Sustainable Rural Tourism

Emotional Labor: It is one of the most relevant dimensions to
customer service because there can be so many obvious
misunderstandings between different cultures. According to
Trompenaars, some cultures condemn the display of emotion
more than others. In these 'neutral' cultures, emotions are
considered to distort our judgment and displaying them is
considered 'unprofessional'.In 'emotional' cultures, on the other
hand, emotions are considered to be what makes us human,
enabling us to communicate and understand each other. As with
neutral cultures, they view the hiding of emotions as lacking in
warmth and trustworthiness.
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ACTIVITIES
• Cultureneering: Culture, Diversity and Customer Service
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l0IYOYy1H2E
• Customer Care In Hoppitality Industry
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vjnrs_owgps
• Cultural Diversity in Customer Service
• https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/cultural-diversity-customer-service-silvia-civita/

• Service Quality Measurement in Rural Tourism: Application of RURALQUAL Mode
• https://www.researchgate.net/publication/348001059_Service_Quality_Measurement_in_Rur
al_Tourism_Application_of_RURALQUAL_Model
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KEY CONCEPTS
Cultural

Diversity:

Cultural
diversity,
or
sometimes referred to as multiculturalism, is a quality of diverse
and many different cultures. Cultural Diversity a system that
recognizes and respects the existence and presence of diverse
groups of people within a society.

Customer Service: Customer service is the assistance
and guidance a company provides to people before,
during, and after they buy a product or service. There’s a
direct correlation between satisfied customers, brand
loyalty, and revenue growth.

Cultural Adaptation:Cultural adaptation is a relatively new
concept used to define the specific capacity of human
beings and human societies to overcome changes of their
natural and social environment by modifications to their
culture.

Customer Focus: Customer focus is a business philosophy
that places the customer at the center of all business
development and management decisions. It is a marketing
approach also, that involves products and services to be
developed around consumer’s preferences.

Personal Skills : Personal skills can be described as personality and

behavioral traits that determine how people act in a workplace
context, including how they manage themselves, perform their work
and interact with coworkers and management. Personal skills may
also include creative, leadership, linguistic and analytical skills.
The RURALTOUR: A Training Programme For Sustainable Rural Tourism
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EVALUATION
1.Which of the following is a characteristic of different cultures?
a- Lifestyle
b: Personal expectations

c- Traditions and customs
d- All
2. Which of the following is among the characteristics of cultural harmony, individual and social harmony?
a- Cultural identity
b- Cultural richness
c- Cultural feature
d- None
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EVALUATION
3. Which of the following is one of the important behaviors that should be done in order to reduce conflict (stress
level) in different cultures?
a- Having sufficient knowledge and skills

b-Research, getting knowledge
c-To understand and help different culture
d-All
4. Which of the following is the name of the process of cultural and psychological change that begins with the
encounter of two different cultures and ends with harmony?
a-Psychology
b-Acculturation

c-TalenteD-Knowledge and skill
The RURALTOUR: A Training Programme For Sustainable Rural Tourism
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EVALUATION
5. Which of the following is included in the harmony of our personal expectations?
a-Family structure
b- tradition
c-Social value judgment
d-All
6. Which of the following is a form of adaptation that occurs as a result of acculturation?
a-Psychological adjustment
b- Sociocultural harmony
c-Economic harmony
d-All
7. Which of the following behaviors should be included in order to ensure 'customer satisfaction' in universal customer relations?
a- Everyone should be treated equally and in accordance with the rules.
b- Each customer should be treated separately
c- Customer relations should not always be included
d- Personal interests should be given importance.
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EVALUATION
8. Which of the following is not included in the scope of “self-service support method” in customer relations?
a- Developing special software for customer service
b- Making it easier for customers to help themselves
c- Demonstrating our competitive advantage for customers
d- Receiving direct feedback from customers
9. Which of the following is not among the conditions of "providing basic support" in customer service?
a- Eagerness to learn
b- Ability to empathy
c- Being careful and patient
d. To be ambitious
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EVALUATION
10.Which of the following is not a recommended practice for the "support operations team" in customer relations?
a- Installing special customer service software
b- Carrying out the entire support operation using a shared Gmail or Outlook mailbox
c- Tools specially designed for support teams, creating shared inboxes
d- Establishing established help centers
11. Which of the following is false?
a- The “duplicate response prevention system” needs to be developed for the customer service support operation.
b- Emotional labor should be prioritized where necessary for excellent customer support.
c- “Technical support” can be ignored while improving customer service.
d- All
12. Which of the following is an approach where we “measure how well we really know customers and understand their
expectations”?
a- Getting feedback
b- Solving problems
c- Team spirit
d- Being customer - focused
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EVALUATION
13. Which of the following shows that we have a “Customer Focused” approach in customer relationship management?
a- Considering when and how we communicate with our customers and what we should do to improve our communication
b- To investigate how we can better promote our products and services to our customers.
c- Thinking about what we should do to improve our communication with our customers
d- All
14. Which of the following is incorrect within the scope of "Getting Feedback and Solving Problems" while improving customer
service?
a- It should not be forgotten that feedback is made directly in all cultures.
b- Confusion should be avoided as much as possible in communicating with customers.
c- Try to be very clear, simple, clear and understandable in communication with customers.
d- In communication with customers, sometimes it is necessary to carefully evaluate the lines between the lines.
15. Which of the following is a correct practice to improve customer service?
a- Developing Basic Support Skills and Emotional Labor
b- Being Customer Focused
c- Being feedback and solution oriented
d- All
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RIGHT ANSWERS
True Or False

Multiple choice questions

1. T
2. T
3. T
4. F
5. F
6. T
7. T
8. F
9. T
10. T

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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E
A
E
B
E
E
A
B
D

10. B
11. C
12. D
13. D
14. A
15. D
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8. SUSTAINABILITY
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10 previous questions about contents: TRUE/FALSE

1. Sustainability means thinking about current generation and its needs.
2. It is necessary to pay attention to interactions in all aspects of the environment, economy and society.
3. The negative aspects of tourism development can be converted into positive aspects through the application
of the concept of sustainability.
4. The Global Sustainable Tourism Council Criteria (GSTC) are the result of a worldwide effort to develop a
common language about sustainability in tourism.
5. GSTC are designed to be the same for all companies.
6. Economic and control instruments are the only ones that can impact sustainability in rural tourism
businesses.
7. Having an environmental management programme is important only for climate change and other global
environmental concerns.
8. Eco-certificates and eco-labels are an option how to communicate environmental efforts.
9. A rural tourism business can exist without interaction with the local residents.
10. Sustainability helps to safeguard the travel and tourism industry’s future.

INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVES
• Be aware of instruments for sustainability
• Identify
the
benefits
of
being
environmental friendly
• Know how to communicate environmental
efforts
• Understand why interaction with local
community is important

CONTENTS
• Sustainability tools for rural
tourism businesses
• Environmental
impact
management
• Eco-labels and eco-certifications
• Relationships with communities

Source: https://bit.ly/3EZj5uA
Source: https://bit.ly/3p57xk5

MAIN CONCEPTS

Sustainability: meeting the current
generation’s needs while maintaining
the ability to satisfy the future
generation’s needs. Sustainability
consists of natural, social and
economic resources.

Eco-labels, eco-certificates: the
company's compliance with a set of
criteria, which usually include
environmental, nature protection,
social and economic criteria.

The GSTC Criteria: global standards
for sustainability in travel and
tourism.

Sustainability tools for rural tourism businesses
THE GLOBAL SUSTAINABLE TOURISM COUNCIL CRITERIA (1)
The Global Sustainable Tourism Council (GSTC) establishes and
manages global standards for sustainable travel and tourism,
known as the GSTC Criteria

Destination Criteria for public policy-makers
and destination managers

Industry Criteria for hotels and tour operators

They are the result of a worldwide effort to develop
a common language about sustainability in tourism

Since tourism destinations each have their own culture, environment, customs, and laws, the Criteria are designed to be
adapted to local conditions and supplemented by additional criteria for the specific location and activity

Sustainability tools for rural tourism businesses
THE GLOBAL SUSTAINABLE TOURISM COUNCIL CRITERIA (2)
GSTC Criteria are arranged in four pillars:

Sustainable management

Socioeconomic impacts

Cultural impacts

Environmental impacts

How
are
you
implementing
and
managing
sustainable
practices across your
tourism business?

How are you helping the
places
where
your
tourism
product
operates?

How
does
your
tourism
business
support
cultural
heritage?

How are you protecting,
conserving,
educating,
and being a net positive
steward
of
the
environment
and
ecosystem in which you
operate?

MORE INFO HERE

Sustainability tools for rural tourism businesses

Measurement instruments:

Support instruments:

• annual measurement of tourism
indicators,

• training courses,

• energy consumption plans, etc.

Economic instruments:
• fees/taxes for unsustainable
activities,

Voluntary instruments:
• codes of conduct,

• sustainability certificates,
• awards, etc.

• economic incentives supporting
companies to carry out activities in
more sustainable way, etc.

• marketing campaigns aimed at
incluencing the behavior of
tourists, etc.

Control instruments:
• instruments aimed at establishing
a legal framework and strict
control over the development and
growth tourism activity, etc.

Environmental impact management
Why have an environmental management programme?

Climate change and other global
environmental concerns

Safeguarding the travel and
tourism industry's future

Financial incentives

Legal obligation
Local responsibilities

MORE INFO HERE

Competitive position

Attracting and retaining
staff position

Environmental impact management
Environmental audits
An environmental audit is a tool which companies use to evaluate and quantify their
environmental performance in order to identify compliance or management system
implementation gaps.

environmental
compliance audit

company’s legal compliance
status

MORE INFO HERE AND HERE

environmental
management audit

functional environmental
audits

company’s performance on its
own environmental standards

specific audits which are focused
on one environmental element
or impact

Eco-labels and eco-certifications
Eco-labels, eco-certificates - the company's compliance with a
set of criteria, which usually include environmental, nature
protection, social and economic criteria.

EXAMPLES
Green Globe
The Green Globe certification is a structured
assessment of the sustainability performance
of travel and tourism businesses and their
supply chain partners. It provides an
environmental management framework for
hotels and other tourism organizations.

MORE INFO HERE AND HERE

Green certificate, Latvia
An eco-label affirming environmental quality
in vacation properties which save natural
resources and use them rationally, offer
environment friendly tourist activities,
healthy, locally produced food and extensive
information on the local natural, cultural and
historical attractions.

Relationships with local communities

A modern and sustainable rural tourism company does not
exist in isolation from the environment and society

Interaction with the local community is a resource that helps to
create a full and high-quality tourism offer

It is important for the entrepreneur to identify the information,
get acquainted with the residents and entrepreneurs of the
area, and see the potential of the tourism offer

Local knowledge

Local ingredients
and products

Involvement
and cooperation

Relationships with local communities
Local
knowledge

With the help of local people, a rural tourism
entrepreneur finds answers to a potential
customer's questions:
What can be done here?
What is interesting here?

Local historical sites, beautiful landscapes,
mushroom and berry sites, local stories and
legends, local activities, etc. - all of these things
are worth including in your tourism offer,
creating, for example, days programs for group
visits, cycling trips in the area, walking routes

Relationships with local communities
Local
ingredients and
products
Cooperation with local food producers, local
craftsmen is a good thing – of course, if these
products are of good quality

It is important for customers to know the origin
of the food, so indications and information about
the farms from which the food was obtained are
important

By being in direct contact with customers, a rural
tourism entrepreneur can become an important
source of information for a local producer
regarding the quality of his product, the necessary
changes, ideas for new products

Relationships with local communities
Involvement
and cooperation

Rural tourism entrepreneurs obtain useful
information for the use of local resources through
both informal and formal contacts

In order to find out about useful people and
entrepreneurs in the neighborhood with whom to
establish cooperation, it is worth to regularly
contact the local TIC, get involved in parish or
county development strategies and plans, various
project activities

In this way, the entrepreneur influences his
business environment and helps to create the
neighborhood as a quality and sustainable tourist
destination that attracts tourists

ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY 1. Eco-certificates and eco-labels
Check the following links about different eco-certificates and eco-labels in tourism:
https://www.ecolabelindex.com/ecolabels/?st=category,tourism
http://www.greentourism.eu/en/GreenLabel/IndexPublic
Write a list of those which you know or have heard of. Try to find for each an
example in your home country.

ACTIVITY 2. Environmental management programme
Check the following link for the manual «Environmental Management for Hotels» (without paying
attention to the fact that it is for hotels!) and read the 1.1 sub-chapter «Why have an
environmental management programme» in the 1. chapter «Policy management»:
https://sustainablehospitalityalliance.org/resource/environmental-management-for-hotels". Make
a list of all reasons mentioned in this sub-chapter, starting from the most important one in your
opinion. Explain for each reason why it is important/not important in your opinion.

KEY CONCEPTS

The Global Sustainable Tourism Council
Criteria are the result of a worldwide
effort to develop a common language
about sustainability in tourism.
There are five main categories of
instruments (measurement, economic,
voluntary, support and cotrol) that are
used for sustainability for tourism
businesses.
Different
eco-labels
and
ecocertificates
can
be
used
to
communicate environmental efforts.

Having an environmental management
programme can give your business a
financial and competitive edge. It will
be better prepared for different
demands in the future.
Relationships with local community
consists of three main parts: local
knowledge, local ingredients and
products, involvement and copperation.
Interaction with locals can help to
improve tourism offer.

FINAL EVALUATION

1. Sustainability consists of:
a)
b)
c)
d)

natural resources
social resources
economic resources
all the above answers are correct

2. What are the two sets of GSTC Criteria?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Destination Criteria and Public policy-makers Criteria
Industry Criteria and Tour operators Criteria
Destination Criteria and Industry Criteria
Public-policy-makers Criteria and Industry Criteria

3. What are four pillars of GSTC Criteria?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Environmental impacts, cultural impacts, social impacts, sustainability impacts
Cultural impacts, socioeconomic impacts, environmental impacts, sustainable management
Sustainable management, economic impacts, social impacts, cultural impacts
Socioeconomic impacts, cultural impacts, resource management, sustainability management

FINAL EVALUATION

4. Which are examples of support instruments for sustainability?
a)
b)
c)
d)

training courses and marketing campaigns
training courses and sustainability certificates
codes of conduct and sustainability certificates
sustainability certificates and awards

5. Which are examples of voluntary instruments for sustainability?
a)
b)
c)
d)

annual measurements of tourism indicators and training courses
energy compsumtion plans and marketing campaigns
codes of conduct and sustainability certificates and awards
marketing campaigns and training courses

6. Why have an environmental management programme?
a)
b)
c)
d)

it’s an opportunity to think about climate change and other global environmental concerns
it’s an opportunity to have financial benefits
it’s an opportunity to get a competitive position
all the above answers are correct

FINAL EVALUATION

7. Which statement is the most correct?
a)
b)
c)
d)

an environmental audit is a tool for companies to evaluate their legal compliance status
an environmental audit is a tool which companies can use to evaluate their performance on its own environmental standards
an environmental audit is a tool which companies can use to evaluate and quantify their environmental performance
an environmental audit is a tool which companies can use to identify management system implementation gaps

8. Which is not an example of environmental audit?
a)
b)
c)
d)

economical environmental audit
environmental management audit
functional environmental audit
environmental compliance audit

9. Which criteria are usually included in eco-labels and eco-certificates?
a)
b)
c)
d)

economic, social, voluntary and nature protection criteria
social, economic, support and environmental criteria
nature protection, economic, social and legal compliance criteria
environmental, nature protection, social and economic criteria

FINAL EVALUATION
10. Which statement is incorrect?
a)

the Green Globe certification is a structured assessment of the sustainability and management performance of all tourism
businesses
b) the Green Globe certification is a structured assessment of sustainability performance not only for tourism businesses but also
their supply chain partners
c) the Green Globe certification is a structured assessment of the sustainability and management performance of rural tourism
businesses
d) the Green Globe certification provides and environmental management framework for tourism organizations

11. Relationships with local communities consists of:
a)
b)
c)
d)

all the answers below is correct
local ingredients and products
local knowledge
involvement and cooperation

12. Which statement is incorrect?
a)
b)
c)
d)

it is important for the tourism entrepreneur to get to know other tourism businesses
a modern rural tourism company can’t exist in isolation from the environment and society
it is important for the tourism entrepreneur to get to know residents of the area
interaction with the local people doesn’t help to create a high-quality tourism offer

FINAL EVALUATION

13. With the help of local people, a rural tourism business can find answers to question:
a)
b)
c)
d)

«What can be done here?»
«What is interesting here?»
«What can be seen here?»
all the above answers are correct

14. Which statement is false?
a)
b)
c)
d)

it is important for customers to know the origin of the food
a rural tourism entrepreneur can become an important source of information for a local producer
it is worth to cooperate with local food producers and craftsmen
a rural tourism entrepreneur can obtain information only through formal contacts

15. For tourism businesses it is worth to regularly:
a)
b)
c)
d)

all the below answers are correct
get involved in various project activities
contact local tourism information center
get involved in different development strategies and plans of the area

RIGHT ANSWERS

TRUE OR FALSE
1. F
6. F
2. T
7. F
3. T
8. T
4. T
9. F
5. F 10. T

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
1. d

10. c

2. c

11. a

3. b

12. d

4. a

13. d

5. c

14. d

6. d

15. a

7. c
8. a
9. d
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